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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is to quantify and analyze supply chain planning decisions 

under market and/or technical uncertainty. The two key questions that are answered 

in this work are: (i) how to quantify the impact of uncertainty on supply chain 

operations and (ii) how to manage these operations to limit the downside risk posed 

by uncertainty.

To set the stage for including a description of uncertainty in supply chain planning, 

the first part of the thesis addresses the computational challenge posed by determin

istic planning models. In particular, an efficient decomposition procedure for solving 

midterm planning problems is developed based on Lagrangean relaxation. The basic 

idea of the proposed solution technique is the successive partitioning of the original 

problem into smaller, more computationally tractable subproblems by hierarchical 

relaxation of key complicating constraints. The systematic identification of these 

complicating constraints is accomplished by utilizing linear programming (LP) re

laxation dual multiplier information. This hierarchical Lagrangean relaxation (HLR) 

procedure, along with an upper bound generating heuristic, is incorporated within 

a subgradient optimization framework. This solution strategy is found to be much 

more effective, both in terms of quality of solution and computational requirements, 

than commercial MILP solvers in bracketing the optimal value, especially for larger 

problems.

Subsequently, a two-stage, stochastic programming approach is proposed for incor

porating demand uncertainty in multisite midterm supply chain planning problems. 

In this bilevel decision making framework, production decisions are made “here-and- 

now” prior to the resolution of uncertainty while the supply chain decisions are post

poned in a “wait-and-see” mode. The challenge associated with the expectation 

evaluation of the inner optimization problem is resolved by obtaining its closed-form 

solution using LP duality. At the expense of imposing the normality assumption for 

the stochastic product demands, the evaluation of the expected second stage costs is
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achieved by analytical integration yielding an equivalent convex mixed-integer non

linear problem (MINLP). Computational requirements for the proposed methodology 

are shown to be much smaller than Monte Carlo sampling.

Next, the management of key supply chain issues such as customer service levels 

and inventory control within the proposed modeling framework is addressed. To 

safeguard against inventory depletion at the production sites and excessive shortage 

at the customer, a chance constraint programming approach is embedded within 

the two-stage framework. The developed methodology is shown to uncover strategic 

capacity integration options that can help limit the variability in the supply chain 

and thus lead to robust operation under uncertainty.

The analysis is then extended to account for a multiperiod planning horizon. A 

multistage stochastic programming approach is used to model the sequence of plan

ning decisions as they react to demand outcomes arising over time. The challenge 

presented by the computational intractability of the multistage problem, due to the 

presence of multiple (one for each period) nested optimization problems, is resolved 

by incorporating partial information about future uncertain events. By modeling the 

demand as stochastic in only the upcoming period, in which planning decisions have 

to be implemented immediately, and treating it as deterministic in the remaining pe

riods, the planning problem is reduced to a two-stage model. The upcoming period is 

linked to the remaining planning horizon by utilizing analytically derived expressions 

for the expected inventory resulting in a MINLP problem. The quantitative impacts 

of various planning strategies incorporating different levels of future information are 

assessed based on stochastic simulation studies.

Finally, a real options-based valuation (ROV) framework for hedging under uncer

tainty is developed. The basic idea of the proposed ROV methodology, is the recog

nition and utilization of external market opportunities for guiding internal planning 

decisions of a company. This is achieved by applying key financial planning prin

ciples such as arbitrage-free pricing and risk-neutral valuation to real, non-financial
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resource allocation decisions under uncertainty. Three application areas of the ROV 

methodology are described; production planning, pharmaceutical pipeline manage

ment and emission trading. Multistage stochastic programming is used to incorporate 

uncertainty and a quantitative comparison of the ROV approach and the traditional 

net-present-value (NPV) approach is provided.
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1

Chapter 1 

Introduction

Supply chain planning is concerned with the coordination and integration of key 

business activities undertaken by an enterprise starting from the procurement of raw 

materials to the distribution of the final products to the customers. In recent years, 

supply chain planning has emerged as an indispensable tool for efficiently managing 

various business processes of a manufacturing enterprise. A typical supply chain 

today consists of multiple production sites worldwide, seamlessly integrated with 

each other, where the transformation of raw materials to intermediate and finished 

products is carried out followed by distribution to the customers (see Figure 1.1). For 

retaining and strengthening their competitive edge in the market, organizations need 

to coordinate and integrate all these business operations, right from the production 

stage to the distribution stage. In today’s ever changing markets, maintaining an 

efficient and flexible supply-chain is critical for every enterprise. Thus, systematic 

planning and scheduling techniques based on sound mathematical principles need to 

be developed to address these vital issues of supply-chain management.

The planning models available in the process systems engineering literature can be 

broadly categorized into three distinct groups based on the duration of the planning 

horizon they consider and the type of decisions/trade-offs they consider. Strategic, 

long-range planning or capacity expansion models aim to identify the optimal
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Figure 1.1: Supply-chain configuration of an enterprise
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timing, location and extent of additional investments in processing networks over a 

relatively long time horizon (Sahinidis et al., 1989; Sahinidis and Grossmann. 1991; 

Sahinidis and Grossmann, 1991a; Sahinidis and Grossmann, 1992; Norton and Gross

mann, 1994; Liu and Sahinidis, 1995; Iyer and Grossmann, 1998). Short-term schedul

ing models (Sahinidis and Grossmann, 1991b; Shah et al., 1993; Zentner et al., 1994; 

Papageorgiou and Pantelides, 1996; Papageorgiou and Pantelides, 1996a; Zhang and 

Sargent, 1996; Xueya and Sargent, 1996; Karimi and McDonald, 1997) or “opera

tional” planning models constitute the other extreme of the spectrum of planning 

models. These models are characterized by very short time periods over which the 

various manufacturing tasks have to be fully sequenced. The third class of models, 

the midterm planning models (Dimitriadis et al., 1997; McDonald and Karimi, 1997), 

are intermediate in nature. These “tactical” planning models incorporate some fea

tures from both the long-term and the short-term models. For example, the midterm 

planning formulation of McDonald and Karimi (1997), which is going to serve as 

the benchmark formulation for this research, models the inventory balance much like 

the short-term scheduling models. Similarly, contrary to most short-term scheduling 

models which deal primarily with a single manufacturing site, the midterm formula

tion is characterized by multiple production facilities. This overlap and consolidation 

of modeling features in the midterm planning problem makes it a challenging problem 

to solve.

From a mathematical perspective, the computational complexity of these plan

ning models can be attributed to their NP-hard characteristic. This implies that 

the computational resources required (in terms of CPU time) to solve these models 

grows exponentially as opposed to linearly with the size of the model. At a more 

fundamental level, this underlying complexity stems from the need to make discrete 

decisions in almost all planning settings as modeled by discrete 0-1 binary variables. 

For instance, suppose a planner needs to decide which products out of a portfolio 

of 10 products should be produced in the current month. The total number of al-
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tematives that need to be evaluated in order to determine the optimal production 

schedule is 210 =  1024. Subsequently, a ten-fold increase in the number of products to 

100 translates into a much larger exponential increase in the number of alternatives 

(2100 1030) that need to be explored. In the light of this observation, the devel

opment of customized solution techniques that can effectively mitigate the challenge 

posed by this combinatorial explosion is pursued in the second chapter of this thesis.

Continuous change, uncertainty and intense competitive interactions are the defin

ing characteristics of today’s volatile business environment. As a consequence of this 

continuous shifting of market expectations and customer loyalties, most investment 

decisions, ranging from the short-term, operational to the long-term strategic, have 

to be made under highly uncertain conditions. In the prevailing volatile business 

environment with ever changing market conditions and customer expectations, it is 

necessary to consider the impact of uncertainties involved in the supply chain. Sources 

of uncertainty in production planning may be categorized as short-term or long-term 

based on their time-frame (Subrahmanyam et al., 1994). Short-term uncertainty may 

include day-to-day processing variations, canceled/rushed orders, equipment failure, 

etc. Long-term uncertainty refers to raw material/final product unit price fluctu

ations, demand variations and production rate changes occurring over longer time 

frames (Shah, 1998).

One of the key sources of uncertainty in any production-distribution system is 

the product demand. Product demand fluctuations over medium (1-2 years) to long

term (5-10 years) planning horizons may be significant. Deterministic planning and 

scheduling models may thus yield unrealistic results by failing to capture the effect 

of demand variability on the trade-off between lost sales and inventory holding costs. 

Failure to incorporate a stochastic description of the product demand could either 

lead to unsatisfied customer demand and loss of market share or excessively high 

inventory holding costs (Petkov and Maranas, 1997). Uncertainty in product demand 

has been extensively studied in both the process systems (Subrahmanyam et al., 1994;
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Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1994; Liu and Sahinidis, 1996; Clay and Grossmann, 

1997; Petkov and Maranas, 1998; Gupta and Maranas, 2000) and the operations 

research literature (Escudero et d., 1993; Martel et d ., 1995; Bakir and Byrne, 1998; 

Sox et d ., 1999).

Even though a lot of research has been done in accounting for uncertainty, appli

cations of stochastic planning models have been limited as compared to deterministic 

models. This is primarily because of the large computational burden associated with 

these models. The same combinatorial explosion in alternatives that arises due to 

0-1 binary variables is seen with random parameters. For instance, suppose the same 

planner that was assigned the task of determining the optimal production plan for the 

100 products needed to take into account the uncertainty in the demand of these prod

ucts. Also, suppose that the uncertainty in demands is quantified through discrete 

probability distributions having 10 realizations for each of the 100 products. Con

sequently, the total alternatives that the planner now needs to account for increases 

even further from lO30 to 1030 x 10100 =  10130. This necessitates the development 

of customized solution techniques that can not only account for the complexity aris

ing from discrete decisions but can also combat the challenge posed by a dynamic, 

uncertain setting. This forms the focus of the third chapter of this thesis.

Subsequent to answering the question of how to incorporate uncertainty in plan

ning decisions, the question of how to actively manage uncertainty is addressed in 

Chapter 4. The key observation on which this part of the research is based is that 

the uncertainty in external parameters is eventually reflected in the variability of the 

internal assets of an enterprise through its supply chain operations. For example, 

the uncertainty in the externally observed demand is translated into uncertainty in 

the inventory levels through the supply policy decisions of the firm. This uncertainty 

then directly impacts the the overall bottom-line of the enterprise through inventory 

holding charges. Quantification of how uncertainty propagates through various seg

ments of the supply chain and what can be done to reshape the resulting risk profile
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lies at the core of the fourth chapter.

The uncertainty in product demand can be attributed to the basic functionality 

of planning models, which is to make optimal allocation of resources in the future 

based on current information and future projections (Clay and Grossmann, 1997). 

This observation highlights the key role played by the temporal dimension in almost 

all planning initiatives where uncertainty is typically resolved in stages over a certain 

duration of time. This makes the future decisions contingent on both the decisions 

made earlier in the planning horizon as well as the specific realizations that were 

observed of the uncertain parameters. This nested nature of decisions which arises 

when accounting for the interplay between time and uncertainty further adds to the 

computational burden. In view of this, the modeling framework employed should be 

such that the decision policies can be periodically updated over time in accordance 

with the information arrival process of the uncertain demand (Edirisinghe, 1999). 

This is addressed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

Dependence on future predictions of key business parameters is the root cause 

of all uncertainty since different managers, drawing on different past experiences and 

different sets of information, usually come up with very different forecasts for the very 

same planning horizon. However, in the long run, the final measure of value under 

uncertainty is determined solely by the valuation mechanisms embedded within the 

financial markets (Amram and Kulatilaka, 1999). In view of this observation, a ver

satile modeling and solution framework for aligning the internal planning decisions 

of a company under uncertainty with the external financial markets is proposed in 

Chapter 6. An integrated portfolio design view to planning under uncertainty is taken 

by recognizing that desired performance objectives, in terms of cost minimization or 

profit maximization, can be achieved either through the optimal deployment of real 

assets, such as the various manufacturing and distribution resources that are avail

able to an enterprise, or through trading activities in externally available financial 

instruments. The broad applicability of this basic paradigm is illustrated by describ-
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ing two additional planning settings, pharmaceutical R&D pipeline management and 

pollution abatement planning, where it can be applied.
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Chapter 2 

Midterm Supply Chain Planning

Most production planning problems can be viewed as extensions of the classic Eco

nomic Lot-Sizing problem (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988). This problem involves 

determining the production levels of multiple products which have deterministic de

mands due at the end of a finite number of planning time periods. A fixed set-up cost 

is incurred along with a constant unit production cost and an inventory holding cost 

in each time period. The key constraints of the problem are the inventory balance 

constraint and the capacity utilization constraint. The objective of the problem is to 

satisfy total demand at a minimum cost with the available capacity. The problem de

scribed above is more specifically referred to as the Multi-Item Capacitated Lot-Sizing 

Problem (MICLSP). The key trade-off involved is between fixed set-up and inventory 

holding costs as high (low) production levels lead to low (high) set-up costs and high 

(low) inventory costs. Balancing these two cost components is the main objective of 

the lot-sizing problem. The computational complexity of this mixed integer program

ming (MIP) problem has been extensively studied. The single-item uncapacitated 

version of the MICLSP can be efficiently solved with the Wagner-Whitin dynamic pro

gramming algorithm (Wagner and Whitin, 1958). However, the capacitated problem 

has been shown to be NP-hard even for the single-item case (Bitran and Yanasse, 1982: 

Florain et al., 1980). The resource constrained multi-item formulation, which de
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scribes most practical planning and scheduling problems, is even harder to solve. 

Aside from being NP-hard, it is also computationally intractable in the sense that it 

is difficult to obtain “good”, not necessarily optimal solutions, for large-scale problems 

in reasonable computation time. Various solution techniques have been explored in 

order to get optimal or good sub-optimal solutions for the somewhat idealized vari

ations of the lot-sizing problem. These include cut generation techniques (Barany 

et a/., 1984; Leung et al., 1989), variable redefinition (Eppen and Martin, 1987), 

Benders decomposition (Bahl and Zionts, 1987; Aardal and Larsson, 1990), Cross de

composition (DeSouza and Armentano, 1994), Lagrangean relaxation (Graves, 1982; 

Thizy and Wassenhove, 1985; Thizy, 1991; Diaby et al., 1992; Diaby et al., 1992a; 

Millar and Yang, 1993) and heuristic search techniques (Hindi, 1995; Hindi, 1996).

Most of the work in chemical engineering literature has dealt primarily with either 

the capacity expansion problem or the short-term scheduling problem. A number 

of specially tailored solution techniques have been developed for efficiently solving 

large-scale instances of these problems. Cutting plane techniques and Benders de

composition are discussed in Sahinidis et al. (1989) for the long-range planning 

problem. Sahinidis and Grossmann (1992) give a strong reformulation of the ca

pacity expansion problem which is based on variable disaggregation. This results 

in a large number of additional variables which are projected out using polyhe

dral theory in Liu and Sahinidis (1996). In Iyer and Grossmann (1998), a bilevel 

decomposition algorithm is developed which solves the long-range planning prob

lem in the reduced space of the binary variables. For short-term scheduling prob

lems, a number of time based decomposition approaches are presented in Bassett 

et al. (1996). Schilling and Pantelides (1996) describe a RTN-type formulation for 

short-term scheduling. Ierapetritou and Floudas (Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998; 

Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998) discuss novel mathematical formulations based on 

a continuous time representation for the short-term scheduling of batch as well as 

continuous and semicontinuous processes. While extensive research work exists for
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short-term and long-term planning formulations, very little attention has been de

voted at devising customized solution procedures for the computationally challenging 

midterm planning formulations. In this chapter, a decomposition strategy is ex

plored which successively partitions the original problem into smaller, more tractable 

subproblems. This decomposition is driven by a hierarchical Lagrangean relaxation- 

based procedure aimed at providing tight lower bounds to the original problem. The 

information contained in the Lagrangean relaxation solutions provides the basis for 

generating upper bounds by a heuristic procedure. This lower and upper bounding 

scheme is implemented within an iterative framework and customized for the efficient 

solution of the midterm planning model of McDonald and Karimi (1997).

This chapter is organized as follows: In the next section the midterm planning 

formulation of McDonald and Karimi (1997) is briefly discussed. Next, a brief intro

duction to the Lagrangean relaxation technique is provided followed by the proposed 

Hierarchical Lagrangean Relaxation (HLR) procedure. Applications of the proposed 

solution algorithm to two example supply-chains are then presented.

2.1 Midterm Production Planning Problem

The midterm production planning model of McDonald and Karimi (1997) is adopted 

as a benchmark for the proposed decomposition algorithm. Nevertheless, the devel

oped procedure can be applied with only minor modifications to general planning 

formulations having the underlying structure of the MICLSP problem. This formu

lation (McDonald and Karimi, 1997), which has the structure of a multi-item, multi

facility capacitated lot-sizing problem, balances costs incurred in the supply-chain 

subject to production and supply-chain constraints. The production facilities process 

multiple products on one or more semicontinuous single-stage processors. Demands 

for these products are imposed by external customers at the end of each time pe

riod of the planning horizon. The optimal operating policy for the manufacturing
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facilities is determined so that these demands can be met effectively. Other activities, 

such as inventory management, are also coordinated over the entire enterprise to keep 

the total cost at a minimum. The midterm production planning model provides an 

elaborate description of the complex supply-chain of large chemical companies. The 

formulation is flexible as additional features such as customer qualification, and trans

portation time lags can be easily incorporated. The planning horizon for this model, 

which is typically between 1 to 3 years, lies in between the planning horizons for the 

long term planning models (5 to 10 years) and the short term scheduling models (2 

to 6 months). This is divided into time periods of about 1 month duration.

The following notation is used in the model formulation (McDonald and Karimi, 

1997):

Sets:

X = { i }

XRM C X = {z}

Xl p c X = { i }

XFPC X = { i )

^ = { / }

J  =  0 }

S = { s }

T = { t }

C — { c }

Parameters:

hiSt =  inventory holding cost for a unit of product i at site s 

for the duration of time period t.

Hie =  revenue per unit of product i € XFP sold to customer c.

Pis =  price of raw material i 6 X™  at site s.

Cm = penalty for dipping below safety target of product i at site s.

= set of products.

=  set of raw materials.

=  set of intermediate products.

=  set of finished products.

=  set of product families.

=  set of machines.

=  set of facilities where these machines are located. 

=  set of time periods.

=  set of customers.
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i*ijS =  variable cost to produce a unit of product i 6  

on processor j  at site s.

RijSt =  rate of production of product i 6  T \1 RM on processor j  

at site s in time period t.

0 i’ia =  the yield adjusted amount of raw or intermediate i € T \1 FP

that must be consumed to produce a unit of i' € at site s.

HjSt =  amount of time available for production on processor j  

at site s in time period t.

M RLfjS =  minimum run length for family /  on processor j  at site s.

FCfjS = fixed-cost of production for family /  on processor j  at site s  .

Tij = 0 - 1  parameter indicating whether product i  belongs 

to family / .

did =  demand for finished product i € XFP at customer c due at 

the end of time period t.

IiSt =  safety stock target for product i  at site s  in time period t.

/° =  inventory of product i  at site s at the start of the planning horizon.

tsc/tss' =  transportation cost to move a unit of product from site s

to site s' or customer c.

Variables: 

Yfist  =
1 if family /  is processed on machine j  at site s in time period t 

0 otherwise

Pijst — production amount of i € X\XRi't on processor j

at site s in time period t.

RLijst = corresponding run length of product i G T \ I RM on processor j

at site s in time period t.

FRL/jst =  run length for family /  on processor j

at site s in time period t.
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Cut = consumption of raw material or intermediate i G T \ I FP at site s  

in time period t.

Wisf t =  flow of intermediate product i G XIP from facility s  

to s' in time period t.

Suet — supply of finished product i G XFPfrom facility s

to customer c in time period t .

Iut =  inventory level for i € XFP

at the end of time period t at site s.

Kct =  amount of shortage of finished product i G XFP

for customer c in time period t . 

l£ t =  deviation below safety stock target for product i  G X

at site s in time period t .

Using the notation listed above, the midterm planning (MP) model of McDonald and 

Karimi (1997) is formulated as the following mixed-integer linear problem:

(MP):

min 2 =  Y, FCfYfjst +  £  " i A  +  E P « Cw<+  £  +
Akm «vM,* M,t
Y  tscSua + Y  katlut + Y  + £  MtcAct

itCtt

subject to

Pijst = RijstRLijst V i  G X\XRM, j ,  s ,  t  (2.1)

C u t =  E  Pi’is E j  Pi’jst V i  G X\XFP, s ,  t  ( 2 .2 )

C u t  = EW wst V iG  XIP, s ,  t  (2.3)
s'

Pijst ^  PijstPjst V I ,  j, S , t  (2.4)

RLijst < H]St V (2.5)
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F R Lfjat —  53 RFijsti€rif
v f , j , s , t (2 .6 )

T. F R L fjSt < HjSt V j ,  s ,  t (2.7)

FRLfjst -  HjstYfjst <  0 (2 -8 )

FRLfjst — M RLfj,Yfjst > 0 V f , j , s , t (2-9)

•As(t-l) +  E  Fijst 51 H urt 51 Sisctj s' c V (2.10)

Ac* — Ac(t-1) diet — 53 Sisct v i e l F P , c , t (2 .1 1 )

S  Sisct? — 53 die?3,?<t ?<t
V i,c ,f (2 .1 2 )

&  > iht -L s t V i , s , t (2.13)

Sisct — 53 d , cf '
?<t

V i , s , c , t (2-14)

Act — 53 die?
? < t

V i, s, c, £ (2-15)

<  f L  
is t — xst V i ,  s ,  t (2-16)

Pijst, RLijsu FRLfjst, Cist, Wias>t, Lsti Iicf ^iscti list ^  0» ^ fj*t € {0,1}

The objective function of formulation MP minimizes the sum of manufacturing and 

supply chain costs incurred in the production-distribution system of a typical process 

industry. These costs consist of the raw material costs, variable and fixed production 

costs, inventory holding, transportation and underproduction charges. This objective 

function is minimized subject to the various constraints defining the system. These 

constraints are briefly discussed below. Equation 2.1 defines the production amount 

in terms of the rate of production and the campaign run length. The bill of materi

als relations are utilized in Equation 2.2 to model the consumption of intermediate 

products. Equation 2.3 eliminates redundant flows in the supply-chain by ensuring 

that products shipped to a particular site in a given time period are consumed in the 

same time period. Equations 2.4 and 2.5 provide upper bounds on production and 

run lengths respectively. Equation 2.6 is the family run length defining constraint. 

Equation 2.7 is the capacity competition constraint which ensures that the total pro

duction time does not exceed the time available for production. Equations 2.8 and
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2.9 are the setup enforcing constraints. These constraints ensure that a fixed-cost 

is incurred whenever there is a production run. Equation 2.10 represents the basic 

inventory balance at the end of a time period. Equation 2.11 indicates the carry

over of customer shortage from one period to the next. Equation 2.12 safeguards 

against oversupply. Forcing the inventory shortfall to the maximum of zero and the 

deviation below the safety stock target is achieved by Equation 2.13 in conjunction 

with the non-negativity of the inventory shortfall variable. Equations 2.15 through 

2.16 provide upper bounds for the supply, customer shortage and inventory shortfall 

respectively.

The planning problem constraints can be divided into two distinct categories. 

Manufacturing (or production) constraints (Equations 2.1 through 2.9) establish the 

capacity utilization policy as well as the consumption and production of products at 

the manufacturing facilities. The second group of constraints (Equations 2.10 through 

2.16) are denoted as the supply-chain constraints. These constraints link the supply 

of products to the customer with the production site inventory. The idea of distin

guishing between production constraints and supply-chain constraints is extended to 

the decision variables. Variables RLij3t, F RLfj3t, PlJ3t, Cl3t, Wt33>t and Yf]St are re

ferred to as production variables. They can be construed as decision variables that 

determine the production levels at different manufacturing facilities. The remaining 

variables, Suct, Iut, l£t and I~t, comprise the supply-chain variables establishing the 

product supply and inventory policy. The midterm planning formulation thus tries 

to obtain an optimal allocation of an enterprise’s resources over the production and 

supply-chain processes.

A simplified pictorial representation of the supply-chain modeled by formulation 

MP is shown in Figure 2.1. The production system shown comprises of two sites Si 

and S2 , each having a single processor J\. Products I\ to I7 are produced at these two 

facilities. Demands for each of these products may exist for one or more customers. 

Products at site Si have been aggregated into two product families.
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si S2

Figure 2.1: Simplified supply-chain of a typical process industry
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Family Fi comprises of products 7t, 72  and I3 while products 74 and 75 constitute 

family F2. The concept of a family is employed to lump products with identical 

“routes” through the supply-chain network. At the expense of enforcing the same 

production schedule for all products belonging to a family, a significant reduction 

in the combinatorial alternatives is achieved(McDonald and Karimi, 1997). Finally, 

products I3 and 74 serve as intermediates in site S2  for producing products 76 and 77.

Formulation MP utilizes the concept of slots for modeling the planning horizon. 

The exact sequencing and timing of processing events is thus not considered. This 

implies that run lengths are assumed to be much smaller than the slot lengths. This 

prevents the “spill over” of a production run from one time period to the next. 

This assumption can, however, be relaxed by introducing additional binary variables 

into the formulation as discussed in McDonald and Karimi (1997). In the spirit of 

the classic MICLSP, the key trade-off involved in the midterm planning problem is 

between inventory holding costs and setup costs.

Problem MP is a difficult problem because of the presence of binary variables 

modeling (i) the fixed-charge cost term incurred for each setup and (ii) the minimum 

run length constraint. Both of these modeling features attempt to restrict the number 

of setups and the problem remains difficult after the omission of one of the two. 

Direct solution of problem MP using commercial solvers such as OSL or CPLEX first 

produces good solutions with relatively small relaxation gaps. Subsequent iterations, 

though, fail to substantially reduce this gap. This result is consistent with the fact 

that the underlying structure of formulation MP is the classic MICLSP which is 

NP-hard (Bitran and Yanasse, 1982).

In this context, we explored a number of solution approaches with an emphasis 

on decomposition procedures. Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962), which is one 

of the standard decomposition techniques, was thoroughly explored. This technique 

failed to provide tight lower bounds for the midterm planning problem even after 

a large number of iterations (see examples section). On the other hand, as it will
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be discussed in the next section, Lagrangean relaxation involving a judicious selec

tion of the complicating constraints provides encouraging results. An attempt to 

combine Benders decomposition and Lagrangean Relaxation through Cross decom

position (Roy, 1983) was unsuccessful due to the low quality of the Benders cuts. 

Therefore, a hierarchical decomposition through Lagrangean relaxation is pursued in 

this paper exploiting both the primal and dual structure of the underlying MICLSP 

model.

2.2 Proposed Solution Procedure

The basic idea of the proposed solution methodology is to bracket the optimal solu

tion by decomposing the original problem into a collection of smaller, more tractable 

subproblems. A three-stage hierarchical Lagrangean relaxation scheme drives the de

composition procedure providing lower bounds to the original problem. Upper bounds 

are obtained by utilizing the information obtained from the Lagrangean relaxations. 

A key issue which determines the quality of the problem relaxations is the inherent 

trade-off between the quality of lower bounds obtained and the computational effort 

involved in solving the relaxed problem. Specifically, relaxing a large number of con

straints may result in easy to solve subproblems but the obtained lower bound will 

most likely be poor. On the other hand, if only a few constraints are relaxed, aiming 

at a tight lower bound, the resulting subproblems may be intractable. A hierarchical 

three-stage decomposition scheme is introduced in this paper aimed at setting the op

timal trade-off between degree of relaxation and solvability. The employed relaxation 

method (i.e., Lagrangean) is briefly discussed in the next subsection.

2.2.1 Overview of Lagrangean Relaxation

Lagrangean relaxation provides an elegant way for obtaining lower bounds for certain 

classes of combinatorial problems. These problems are characterized by a set of
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side (i.e., complicating) constraints whose removal yields a minimization problem 

which is either decomposable over subsets of variables or has special structure (e.g., 

knapsack problem) which can be exploited by customized algorithms. In Lagrangean 

relaxation, the complicating constraints are removed from the constraint set and 

replaced with a penalty term in the objective function (Fisher, 1981; Fisher, 1985; 

Geoffrion, 1974).

Consider the following problem:

(P) : mm{(?x\Ax < b,Cx < d ,x  6 X} (2.17)

The Lagrangean relaxation of P relative to the complicating constraint Ax < b is 

defined as:

LR \ = min{cTi  +  Ar (Ar — b)\Cx < d, x  € X} (2.18)

The problem

LR = max LR \ (2.19)
A>0 '  '

is called the Lagrangean dual relative to constraint Ax <b, which is referred to as the

dualized constraint set, and A is the Lagrange multiplier or dual vector. The dualized

constraint set must be appropriately chosen so that problem L R \  is easy to solve. 

Note that since A > 0 and Ax — b < 0 for every optimal solution x  of P we have:

V(LRX) < V(LR) < V(P)

where Vr(-) is the optimal solution operator. Furthermore, it can be shown that 

the Lagrangean dual LR is equivalent with the original problem after replacing the 

non-complicating constraints with their convex hulls (Geoffrion, 1974):

(P*) : min{cTx\Ax < b,Co{Cx < d ,x  E X }}  (2.20)
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where Co(-) is the convex hull operator. Therefore,

V{LP) < V{P*) =  V(LR) < V(P)

where V (LP) is the optimal LP relaxation solution value. In addition, if the optimal 

LP relaxation multipliers for the complicating constraints are used to derive V(LR\) ,  

then it can be shown that the bound obtained is at least as good as the LP relaxation 

bound.

V(LRX) > V(LP)

If Co {Cx < d,x  € X}  = {Cx < d,x  € X }  then V(P) > V{P•) =  V(LR) = V{LP).  

In this case, the Lagrangean dual bound provides no improvement over the LP re

laxation bound. However, if Co{Cx < d ,x  6  X }  C {Cx < d,x  e  X}  then the La

grangean dual bound is strictly better than the LP bound. Clearly, complying with 

the latter relation determines the selection process of the complicating constraints. 

Figure 2.2 (see also Guignard (1997)) provides a geometric interpretation of La

grangean relaxation.

Subgradient optimization is typically employed to maximize V(LR\)  over A. This 

involves searching the dual variable space starting from the LP relaxation Lagrange 

multiplier values using the following updating procedure:

A‘w > =  max{0, A« +  ^ UBD -  LJt*"’J (Ax ~ k)} (2 .2 1 )
\\Ax — o||

Here a{,) is a scalar step size, whose value is monotonically decreasing. Convergence 

to the optimum is asymptotic. Excellent reviews on Lagrangean relaxation can be 

found in Visweswaran (1998) and Guignard (1997).

2.2.2 Hierarchical Lagrangean Relaxation (HLR) Procedure

It is evident from the above discussion that selecting which constraints to dualize 

(complicating constraints) is in general a non-trivial task. For example, the inventory 

balance constraint (Equation 2.10) appears to be an intuitive choice to relax as it is 

the only constraint that couples production and supply-chain variables.
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Figure 2.2: Geometric interpretation of Lagrangean relaxation
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The Lagrangean relaxation of the inventory balance constraint decomposes the orig

inal problem into a production setting subproblem and a supply-chain management 

subproblem. However, it is found that the LR bound obtained in this case never im

proves over the LP relaxation bound. This is consistent with the results of Chen and 

Thizy (1990) for the MICLSP model. Therefore, an alternative relaxation scheme 

has to be explored to obtain bounds tighter than the LP relaxation. In the context 

of the MICLSP formulation, relaxation of the capacity constraint has been suggested 

in the OR literature (Bitran and Matsuo, 1986). In fact, Bitran and Matsuo (1986) 

have shown that the gap between the above mentioned relaxation and the original 

problem decreases as the total number of products increases. This relaxation decou

ples formulation MICLSP over single products yielding a set of separable capacitated 

single-item multi-site problems (Thizy, 1991; Diaby et al., 1992).

Stage 1

The relaxation of the capacity competition constraint in the midterm planning prob

lem MP (Equation 2.7) defines the first-stage of the proposed hierarchical relaxation

procedure. The relaxation of this constraint set provides the tightest lower bounds

and thus it is relaxed in the first stage of the hierarchical relaxation. The capacity 

competition constraint ensures that the run lengths of all products on a particular 

machine at a given site in a given time period do not exceed the total time available 

for production. By assigning multipliers AJ4t to each capacity competition constraint 

and dualizing them, the following problem is obtained:

(LRMP):

minz =  Y , FCI Ym  +  Y  Uij*p ijst + Y,Pi*Ci*t +  Y  hist list +
/vM ,t *J,s,t i,s ,t i,s,t

Y . tss’Wiss't +  Y , tscSisct +  Y,CisItit "I"
1,3,s ',t  i,3,c,t i,3,t

£«*£■  + E  -W E  FRLii» -
i,c,t j ,s , t  I
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subject to

Constraints 2 . 1  - 2.6, 2.8 - 2.16

^ C w t i  /jj|, /j ,|, /jjj ^  0> Yfjst €  {0, 1}

While for the standard MICLSP model stage 1 relaxation completely decouples the 

original problem into single-item subproblems, this is not the case for the more com

plex MP formulation. In the resulting relaxation LRMP of MP some product linking 

remains through the bill of materials (BOM) or material balance constraint (Equa

tion 2 .2 ) which establishes the mass balances between raw materials and products. 

Thus, decomposition over subgroups of products rather than over single products is 

achieved. This is illustrated with the help of the supply-chain shown in Figure 2.1. 

If the capacity competition constraints at both sites Si and S2 are relaxed then the 

problem decomposes into subproblems SP*l~l and SP2t=l 3 5  shown in Figure 2.3. 

Problem SP*t=l involves products I \ , h , h  and h  while SP2 t= 1  involves products 

/4, Is and Ij. In general, problem LRMP is composed of m  first-stage separable sub- 

problems, denoted as SP £=l, over disjoint subsets of products which are not linked 

through the BOM constraints. This first-stage of problem decomposition is referred 

to as horizontal partitioning.

The first-stage subproblems are more tractable than the original problem but they 

are still NP-hard. Bitran and Yanasse (1982) have shown that even special cases of 

single-item lot-sizing problem solvable in polynomial time become NP-hard after the 

introduction of a second item. This implies that some of the first-stage subprob

lems may potentially be computationally intractable and hence would require further 

decomposition. The work of Bitran and Yanasse (1982) suggests that further decom

position over production sites is a promising alternative. This defines the second-stage 

of relaxation.
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Stage 2

Stage 2 relaxation involves relaxation of the BOM constraints (Equation 2.2) which 

establish links between raw materials and products. Conceptually, this decouples 

different production sites in the supply-chain and hence it is referred to as vertical 

partitioning. Relaxation of the BOM constraints further decomposes the first-stage 

subproblems over production sites. For example, suppose that subproblem SP *^1 

(Figure 2.3) is intractable. Relaxation of the BOM constraint linking products 1$ 

and /$ results in two second-stage subproblems, one over site Si and the other over 

S2 as shown in Figure 2.4. In general, the stage 2 relaxation decomposes any in

tractable stage 1 subproblem SP£~l into n second-stage subproblems SP£ = 2 by 

relaxing some or all of the BOM constraints. A site is referred to as either capacitated 

or uncapacitated depending on whether an upper bound H]St is enforced on the run 

lengths RLijSt. Computational experience indicates that it is efficient to keep at least 

one capacitated site for each second-stage subproblem restricting second-stage relax

ation over only capacitated sites. This prevents isolation of uncapacitated sites which 

tend to provide poor lower bounds. This vertical partitioning of the supply-chain 

constitutes the second phase of the hierarchical relaxation scheme.

A key issue associated with the second-stage relaxation is how many and which 

BOM constraints need to be relaxed. This is critical as it governs the strength of lower 

bounds obtained and the computational tractability of the second-stage subproblems. 

Obviously, the relaxation of the smallest possible number of BOM constraints yielding 

tractable second-stage subproblems is desired. For example, for three consecutive sites 

Si, S2 , S3 , the question is whether it is better to first decompose between sites Sx and 

S2 or between sites S2 and S3 . To answer this question a procedure is introduced which 

uses the information provided by the LP relaxation Lagrange multipliers associated 

with the bill-of-material constraints. This procedure is explained with respect to a 

general LP problem.
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Figure 2.4: Vertical partitioning by second-stage relaxation
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Consider the following LP in standard form:

z =  min (Fx

A\X ^  b\ <— Aj > 0 

A 2X ^  6 2 —̂ A2  ^  0 

x  > 0

Let Ax and A2  be the Lagrange (dual) multipliers associated with the constraints. Re

laxation of a particular constraint, for example AiX > 6 lt can be achieved by simply

omitting it from the constraint set. Alternately, this can also be viewed as decreasing

the right-hand side b\ of the constraint to a sufficiently small value to ensure that 

this constraint is redundant. From LP duality theory it is known that

*  ■ © .  -  *  *  ( S . ,
Thus, for a unit decrease in the value of the constant term 6 1 , the Lagrange multiplier 

Ax equals the corresponding decrease in the objective function. This implies that a 

smaller relaxation gap (based on local information) will be obtained if the constraint 

with the smaller Lagrange multiplier is relaxed. Therefore, if At < A2, then the first 

set of constraints is more likely to provide a tighter relaxation.

Going back to the original problem, relaxation of only the constraint with the 

smallest Lagrange multiplier associated with the BOM constraints is first employed. 

If a single site-to-site disconnection retains some intractable second-stage subprob

lems then the BOM constraint with the second smallest Lagrange multiplier asso

ciated with these subproblems is relaxed. This is continued until all subproblems 

are tractable or otherwise all capacitated sites have been decoupled. The intractable 

stage 2  subproblems, each containing a single capacitated site, are then subjected to 

stage 3 relaxation.
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Stage 3

The third-stage relaxation addresses the solution of single-capacitated site problems 

which remain intractable with a commercial MILP solver (e.g., CPLEX 4.0) within 

the alloted time (e.g. 10-20 sec). The NP-hard characterization of these subproblems 

is due to the presence of the capacity constraint (Equation 2.8). Relaxation of this 

constraint yields uncapacitated, single-product, single-site problems S P which can 

be solved in polynomial time (Bitran and Yanasse, 1982). This defines the third and 

last stage in the hierarchy of relaxations since the resulting subproblems are no longer 

NP-hard. The LP relaxation Lagrange multiplier based constraint identification pro

cedure is employed to decide which capacity constraints to relax. Unlike stages 1 and

2  which impose horizontal and vertical cuts on the supply-chain respectively, stage

3 does not decouple the supply-chain any further but rather changes the processing 

attributes of the sites from capacitated to uncapacitated.

Figure 2.5 summarizes the proposed three-stage HLR procedure. This proce

dure progressively partitions the original problem into smaller subproblems as shown 

in Figure 2.5. Specifically, the original problem MP is decomposed into M (m =

1 . . . . ,  M) first-stage subproblems S P “=l by relaxing the capacity competition con

straints. Some of these subproblems may solve to optimality in the alloted time. 

These tractable first-stage subproblems are those which do not have any successor 

nodes in Figure 2.5. The first-stage subproblems which do not solve in the speci

fied resource limit are further decomposed into subproblems SP ^ 2 (n =  1, . . . ,  Nm) 

by relaxing the bill-of-materials constraints. Relaxation of the capacity constraints 

is required only for those stage 2  subproblems which fail to solve in the specified 

computational time.

The sum of the optimal solutions for the first-stage subproblems S P £=l (m =

1 . . . . , M )  provides a valid bound for the optimal solution of the original problem 

MP. This is because the first-stage subproblems are obtained by relaxing (dualizing) 

the capacity competition constraint in the MP formulation yielding a set of separable
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Figure 2.5: Decomposition structure obtained by the three-stage HLR procedure
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lower bounding problems. If the optimal solution of one of the first-stage problems 

is not reached within the alloted CPU time then additional Lagrangean relaxation 

of the BOM constraints is performed. This yields a set of second-stage subproblems 

whose sum of optimal solutions provides a lower bound to the optimal solution of 

the first-stage subproblem that did not solve to optimality. In general, the sum 

of the optimal solutions of the successor nodes (subproblems) of the partitioning 

graph shown in Figure 2.5 provide a lower bound for the parent subproblem (node) 

since the successor subproblems are obtained through Lagrangean relaxation of one 

or more constraints of the parent subproblem. This implies that the sum of the 

optimal solutions of the end-nodes (nodes with no successors) in the partitioning 

graph (see Figure 2.5) provide a lower bound to the optimal solution of the root node 

corresponding to problem MP.

2.2.3 Upper Bounding Procedure

Any feasible solution of MP provides an upper bound for the optimal solution. The 

lower bounding HLR procedure also provides information for constructing good up

per bounds for the original problem. The basic idea is to impart part of the solution 

structure obtained from the lower bounding problems to the upper bounding prob

lem UBMP. This is accomplished by postulating as many setups as possible, implied 

by the solution of the LRMP problems, on the MP formulation. Specifically, the 

original MP formulation is solved with the additional restriction that the binary vari

ables which were equal to one in the lower bounding solution are forced to remain 

equal to one. The remaining binary variables are left free. This defines the UBMP 

formulation. If UBMP is feasible, then an upper bound for MP is obtained. Other

wise, UBMP is infeasible and some of the prepostulated setups must be removed to 

restore feasibility. There exist three constraint sets that may have been relaxed in 

the LRMP problems and thus could render formulation UBMP infeasible after fixing 

some of the setups. These are the capacity competition constraint (Equation 2.7),
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the bill-of-materials constraint (Equation 2.2) and the capacity constraint (Equation 

2.8). The bill of materials constraint defines consumption variables Cut whose value 

may change to always restore feasibility. Also, the capacity constraint is implied by 

the capacity competition constraint. This means that the capacity competition con

straint (Equation 2.7) is the only one that could render formulation UBMP infeasible 

after prepostulating some setups.

Forcing a setup binary variable Y/j3t to be equal to one is equivalent with postulat

ing that the corresponding run length FRL/jSt must be positive and thus greater than 

MRLf ja. This means that the capacity competition constraint YLf FRLfJst < HjSt 

will be violated if too many setups are prepostulated and the maximum available 

capacity is exceeded. This implies that some forced setups have to be eliminated to 

restore feasibility of the capacity competition constraints. Forced setups whose “un

fixing” carries the highest chance of restoring feasibility thus need to be identified. 

The differences

F R LLf ™ p'sot -  M R L fjS,

where F R L Lj ™ p'soL is the solution from the LRMP formulation, measure by how 

much each run length FRLfjSt may be reduced to restore feasibility of the capacity 

competition constraint without violating the minimum run length bound. Clearly, the 

run length with the smallest difference is the one with the least leverage for restoring 

feasibility and thus it is the best candidate to “unfix” in the UBMP formulation. This 

calls for an iterative procedure where additional setups are unfixed until feasibility is 

restored for UBMP. It is straightforward to show that only a finite number of them 

is needed to guarantee feasibility. In practice, only a few are needed. This iterative 

upper bounding procedure is summarized as follows:

Step 1 : Set Yfjst = 1 for the UBMP model if Yfj3t is equal to one in the optimal 

solution of the LRMP model.

S tep 2 : Solve UBMP. If it is feasible terminate. Otherwise continue with Step 3.
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Step 3: Identify /  which minimizes

F R L j * Z PM l -  M R L f j ,

Free corresponding Y/jat variable in formulation UBMP. Exclude current /  from 

subsequent consideration. Goto Step 2 .

2.2.4 Algorithmic Procedure

The algorithmic steps of the HLR procedure incorporating the hierarchical constraint 

relaxation scheme and the heuristic upper bound generation is as follows:

S tep 1: Lagrange multiplier initialization.

Solve LP relaxation of MP.

Set Lagrange multipliers of capacity competition constraints 

to the optimal LP relaxation values.

S tep 2: Lower Bound generation.

Relax capacity competition constraints.

Decompose LRMP into M  stage 1 subproblems S P ^ =l. (m = 1 . . .  M).  

For m = 1 to M  do 

Solve SP £=1.

If (SP£=l solves to optimality in the specified computational time) 

then

S P l^  <— optimal value.

else

Solve LP relaxation of SP £=l.

Identify BOM constraints to be relaxed 

using LP Lagrange multiplier information.

Relax appropriate BOM constraints.

Decompose resulting problem into Nm
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to get

S tep 3 

S tep 4

stage 2 subproblems SP£ ~ 2 (n = 1, . . . .  Nm).

For n =  1 to Nm do 

Solve S P £ ? .

I f  (SP% = 2  solves to optimality in the specified

computational time)

then

SP2^n n «— optimal value.

else

Solve LP relaxation of S P r e 

identify capacity constraints 

to be relaxed using LP Lagrange 

multiplier information.

Relax appropriate capacity constraints

problem S P ^“3.

S o l v e  S P S f .

Set SP3r,n optimal value 

SP3

end loop over n.

s p v m.„ <- s p y mx.

SPVm <- t  SP2'm„.
n = l

end loop over m.

LBD  <- £  S P l^ .
m = l

Employ upper bounding procedure for generating upper bound (UB D). 

Update Lagrange multipliers.

If  (Subgradient updating ceases to provide improvement ) 

then

end.
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Step 5: Convergence check.

If  (UBD  -  LBD < e) 

th en

end.

else

goto Step 2.

2.3 Example 1

The first example is a midterm planning problem posed by McDonald and Karimi 

(1997). It involves a total of 34 products (/i to IM) produced on two consecutive 

manufacturing sites involving single processors (Figure 2.6) and shipped to a sin

gle customer. The first facility (Si) is capacitated and it manufactures 23 products 

which are grouped into 1 1  product families. Some of these products are used as 

intermediates for producing the remaining 1 1  products in the second uncapacitated 

production site (S2 ). The planning horizon consists of 1 2  time periods of one month 

duration with demands due for a single customer at the end of each period. The 

details of the supply-chain and the cost parameter values can be found in McDonald 

and Karimi (1997). This problem was solved using OSL accessed via GAMS (Brooke 

et al., 1988). The minimum total cost found is $13,454. The LP relaxation involves a 

value of $13,203 and the relative gap between the best integer solution and the tight

est lower bound is 1 .6 % after 100 CPU seconds. Interestingly, CPLEX 4.0 is much 

less effective taking 1,000 seconds to reduce the relative gap to 3.2%. As mentioned 

earlier, the application of Benders decomposition on this problem does not improve 

on the performance of commercial MILP solvers. After choosing the binary setup 

variables (Yfist) as the complicating variables, upper and lower bounds of $18,054 

and $13,203 respectively are obtained in 30 iterations of the Benders decomposition
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Figure 2.6: Serial product structure of Example 1
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procedure. The poor quality of these bounds can be attributed, as in most appli

cations of Benders decomposition, to the low quality of the Benders cuts added to 

the master problem. Since an exponential number of such cuts is needed to generate 

the exact master, even after a  large number of iterations, the lower bound fails to 

move above the LP relaxation value of $13,203. Variations on the standard Benders 

decomposition, involving sub-optimal solution of the master problem and different 

choices of complicating variables fail to provide better bounds.

Next, the same problem instance is solved using the proposed HLR procedure. 

All computations are carried out using CPLEX 4.0 interfaced through GAMS. The 

reported CPU times are in seconds on an IBM RS6000-397. Stage 1 of the hierarchical 

relaxation results in 1 1  disjoint first-stage subproblems one for each product family of 

site Si and subsequent final product manufactured in site S2 (see Figure 2 .6 ). A CPU 

limit of 10 seconds is set for the solution of each subproblem. All stage 1 subproblems 

are solved to optimality in the specified resource limit. This obviates the need for 

stage 2 or 3 problem relaxation. The first iteration of the solution algorithm yields a 

lower bound of $13,381. The optimal production plan (YfjSt,FRL f jSt) obtained for 

the first-stage subproblems is feasible for the original problem, thus only a single pass 

of the upper bounding procedure is needed to generate the upper bound of $13,566. A 

total of 9 CPU seconds is needed to solve all 1 1  first-stage subproblems and the upper 

bounding problem. These bounds represent a relative gap of 1.4% which is comparable 

to the 1.6% gap established in 100 CPU seconds by McDonald and Karimi (1997). 

Subsequent subgradient optimization iterations produce appreciable improvement in 

the bounds. These improvements seize after 17 iterations yielding a lower bound of 

$13,405 and a best upper bound of $13,449 (relative gap is 0.3%) utilizing a total 

CPU time of 109 seconds. Note that this upper bound happens to be slightly better 

than the one found by McDonald and Karimi (1997).

Next, a variation of the previous example is considered to evaluate whether the 

performance of the HLR procedure depends on the product family aggregation as
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sumption. Specifically, the aggregation of products into families in site SI is removed. 

This increases the number of possible setups and corresponding binary variables. The 

minimum run lengths and fixed cost for each individual product are calculated by di

viding the values of these parameters (as given in McDonald and Karimi (1997) for 

product families) by the number of products forming that family. For example, the 

first family is comprised of I \ , h  and / 3 with a minimum run length of 2 2  hours and 

a fixed charge of $4.4. The new minimum run lengths and fixed-charges for products 

/i, /a and I3 are thus 22/3 hours and $4.4/3 respectively. This results in an increase 

in the number of stage 1 problems from 11 (with product family assumption) to 23 

(without product family assumption).

This problem is first solved directly using CPLEX 4.0. The total cost of the plan 

obtained after 1,000 CPU seconds is $14,059. The relaxed MIP has a value of $13,168. 

The gap between the integer solution and the best lower bound ($13,188) obtained 

after 1,000 CPU seconds is 6 .6 %. Similar results are obtained with OSL. Clearly, 

the computational performance of the MILP solvers deteriorates significantly after 

removing the product family assumption. The first iteration of the HLR procedure 

yields a lower bound of $13,389 and an upper of $13,718 in 8  CPU seconds. The 

relative gap of these bounds after a single iteration is 2.4% which is superior than the 

one obtained using directly MILP solvers and expending significant computational 

resources. After 8  iterations of the HLR procedure and 40 seconds of CPU time the 

relative gap is reduced to 0.5%. The best lower and upper bounds obtained are $13,389 

and $13,458 respectively. Note that further subgradient optimization iterations do not 

provide any additional improvements on the relative gap. These results indicate that 

the HLR procedure is relatively insensitive to the total number of products (for the 

same supply-chain) unlike the direct application of MILP solvers. This observation is 

consistent with the theoretical analysis of Bitran and Matsuo (1986) who have shown 

that (for capacity competition constraint relaxation) the relative gap becomes smaller 

as the total number of products increases. The next larger example expands on the
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first example requiring second and third-stage relaxations.

2.4 Example 2

The second example evaluates the effectiveness of the HLR procedure after augment

ing the supply-chain with a third site and an extra processor per site. It involves a 

total of 40 products (Ii to / 4 0 ) as shown in Figure 2.7. The second example evalu

ates the effectiveness of the HLR procedure after augmenting the supply-chain with 

a third site and an extra processor per site. It involves a total of 40 products (I\ to 

I jo) as shown in Figure 2.7. There are three production sites (Si , $ 2, S3 ) of which 

two are capacitated (Si,S 2 ) while the third (S3 ) has unlimited capacity. There are 

two processors (J\,J-i) at each production site. The production structure of Exam

ple 1 is serial because only one intermediate product is used to produce the final 

product at site S2 . However, the supply chain of Example 2 involves an assembly 

production structure because more than one intermediate products are required for 

the production of products / 3s through / 4 0 .

This midterm planning problem is first solved directly with CPLEX 4.0. The LP 

relaxation has an objective function value of $19,409. After 1,000 CPU seconds of 

computational time, the integer solution obtained is $23,883. The gap between this 

solution and the best lower bound ($19,448) is 23%. The HLR procedure generates a 

hierarchy of subproblems as shown in Figure 2.8. The first-stage relaxation involves 

6  subproblems with disjoint subsets of products obtained after the relaxation of the 

capacity competition constraints. For example, subproblem SP*t=l involves product 

families Fj and F2 at site S i, I24 and 125 at site S2 and I35 at site S3 . The presence of an 

assembly production structure results in linking more than one families of products 

per site through the BOM constraints. Out of the six stage 1 subproblems, two 

(SP5st=1 and SFgt=1) solve to optimality in the specified resource limit of 25 CPU 

seconds. The remaining subproblems require further relaxation.
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Figure 2.7: Assembly product structure of Example 2
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Figure 2.8: Tractable subproblem decomposition for Example 2
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Based on the values of the LP relaxation Lagrange multiplier the second-stage 

subproblems are generated. This results in the decomposition of each of these sub

problems into three stage 2  subproblems, one for each product family at site Si and 

a third for the products produced at sites S2  and S3. This partitioning decouples the 

two capacitated sites Si and S2. All second-stage subproblems, except for one (i.e., 

SPgtf2), solved within the alloted CPU time of 25 seconds. This subproblem required 

relaxation of some of the capacity constraints yielding subproblem S P ^ 3. After 8  

iterations of the HLR procedure lower and upper bounds of $19,490 and $21,310 re

spectively are obtained. The gap between these bounds is 9.3% and they are obtained 

in 376 CPU seconds.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, an efficient solution procedure based on Lagrangean relaxation was 

proposed for midterm planning problems in the process industry. The model for

mulation of McDonald and Karimi (1997) was used as a benchmark problem for 

evaluating the effectiveness of the developed technique. The solution strategy con

sisted of bracketing the optimal solution of the original problem by decomposing it 

into smaller, more tractable subproblems. The lower bound was obtained by exploit

ing the dual structure of the model through hierarchical Lagrangean relaxation of 

complicating constraints. These complicating constraints were identified by a sys

tematic procedure utilizing LP relaxation dual variable information. Horizontal and 

vertical partitioning of the supply-chain was achieved by the proposed three-stage 

HLR procedure resulting in a sequence of smaller, more tractable lower bound gener

ating subproblems. The upper bound for the problem was generated by constructing 

a feasible solution through a heuristic procedure. This involved imparting part of the 

lower bounding solution information to the original problem. These lower and upper 

bound generation techniques were incorporated within a subgradient optimization
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procedure.

Computational results demonstrated that the proposed solution methodology was 

effective in bracketing the optimal value of the problem with a relatively small com

putational time. Medium to large-scale instances of the midterm planning problem, 

involving 30-40 products, were solved efficiently by the decomposition technique. The 

first example was taken from McDonald and Karimi (1997). At least an order of mag

nitude improvement in the computational requirements were obtained over the direct 

application of MILP solvers. The effect of relaxing the product family assumption 

was then studied under the proposed solution framework. The relative advantage of 

the proposed technique over direct solution using branch and bound was found to be 

enhanced under such circumstances in accordance with previously reported results in 

literature. Therefore, the hierarchical decomposition technique is expected to yield 

better results for large-scale real-life problems involving large number of products 

and setup variables. The applicability of the proposed solution technique under a 

more complex, assembly-type product structure was investigated in Example 2. The 

new product structure was found to considerably reduce the solvability of the original 

problem using commercial solvers. This change was reflected in the proposed solution 

procedure in the form of larger stage 1 subproblems. Restoration of computational 

tractability, hence, required stages 2 and 3 of the HLR procedure.
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Chapter 3 

A Two-Stage Planning Framework 

Under Demand Uncertainty

One of the key sources of uncertainty in any production-distribution system is the 

product demand. Product demand fluctuations over medium (1-2 years) to long

term (5-10 years) planning horizons may be significant. Deterministic planning and 

scheduling models may thus yield unrealistic results by failing to capture the effect 

of demand variability on the trade-off between lost sales and inventory holding costs. 

Failure to incorporate a stochastic description of the product demand could either 

lead to unsatisfied customer demand and loss of market share or excessively high 

inventory holding costs (Petkov and Maranas, 1997).

Recognition of this drawback of deterministic models has led to a number of 

publications devoted to studying process planning under uncertainty. Some of the 

key aspects which have been addressed are design and operation of batch plants 

(Johns et a i , 1978; Reihhart and Rippin, 1987; Wellons and Reklaitis, 1989; Shah and 

Pantelides, 1992; Subrahmanyam et al., 1994; Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1996; 

Petkov and Maranas, 1997), issues concerning flexibility and reliability in process 

design (Straub and Grossmann, 1990; Straub and Grossmann, 1993; Georgiadis and 

Pistikopoulos, 1999) and long-range planning and capacity expansion of chemical
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process networks (Liu and Sahinidis, 1996a; Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1996; 

Clay and Grossmann, 1997; Liu and Sahinidis, 1998). As is evident from the lit

erature reviewed above, that almost all research has been limited to (i) batch pro

cessing systems and (ii) single production sites. Key features such as the presence 

of (semi)continuous processes and multiple production sites have, so far, not been 

considered in detail. In view of this, the incorporation of demand uncertainty in 

(semi)continuous, midterm, multisite planning is addressed in this chapter.

3.1 Decision Making Under Uncertainty

A key component of decision making under uncertainty is the representation of the 

stochastic parameters. Two distinct ways of representing uncertainty exist. The 

scenario-based approach (Shah and Pantelides, 1992; Subrahmanyam et al., 1994; 

Liu and Sahinidis, 1996) attempts to represent a random parameter by forecasting 

all its possible future outcomes. The main drawback of this technique is that the 

number of scenarios increases exponentially with the number of uncertain parameters 

leading to an exponential increase in the problem size. To circumvent this, continuous 

probability distributions for the random parameters are frequently used (Petkov and 

Maranas, 1998; Wellons and Reklaitis, 1989; Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1996). 

At the expense of introducing nonlinearities into the problem due to multivariate 

integration over the continuous probability space, a substantial decrease in the size 

of the problem is usually achieved. In this research, the latter approach is used for 

describing uncertainty. The product demands are modeled as normally distributed 

random variables. This has been widely invoked in literature (Wellons and Reklaitis, 

1989; Petkov and Maranas, 1998; Nahmias, 1989) as it captures the essential features 

of demand uncertainty and is convenient to use.

One of the most widely used technique for decision making under uncertainty 

is two-stage stochastic programming (Dantzig, 1955; Ierapetritou et al., 1994; Ier-
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apetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1994a; Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1994; Pistikopou

los, 1995; Pistikopoulos and Ierapetritou, 1995; Clay and Grossmann, 1994; Liu and 

Sahinidis, 1996a; Liu and Sahinidis, 1998; Petkov and Maranas, 1998). In this tech

nique, the decision variables of the problem are partitioned into two sets. The first 

stage variables, also known as design variables, correspond to those decisions which 

need to be made prior to resolution of uncertainty (“here-and-now” decisions). Subse

quently, based on these decisions and the realization of the random events, the second 

stage or control decisions are taken (“wait-and-see” decisions) subject to the restric

tions of the second stage recourse problem. The presence of uncertainty is translated 

into the stochastic nature of the costs associated with the second stage decisions. 

Therefore, the objective function consists of the sum of the first stage decision costs 

and the expected second stage recourse costs.

The main challenge associated with solving two-stage stochastic problems is the 

evaluation of the expectation of the inner recourse problem. For the scenario-based 

representation of uncertainty, this can be achieved by explicitly associating a second 

stage variable with each scenario and solving the large-scale extensive formulation 

(Birge and Louveaux, 1997) by efficient solution techniques such as Dantzig-Wolfe de

composition (Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960) and Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962). 

For continuous probability distributions, this challenge has been primarily resolved 

through the explicit/implicit discretization of the probability space for approximating 

the multivariate probability integrals. The two most commonly used discretization 

strategies in the chemical engineering literature are Monte Carlo sampling (Liu and 

Sahinidis, 1996; Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997) and Gaussian quadrature (Ierapetri

tou and Pistikopoulos, 1996; Straub and Grossmann, 1990; Ierapetritou et al., 1996; 

Acevedo and Pistikopoulos, 1998). The key advantage of these methods lies in the fact 

that they are largely insensitive to the type of probability distribution. The main dis

advantage, as in the scenario-based approach, is the sharp increase in computational 

requirements with increasing numbers of uncertain parameters (Shah, 1998).
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So far, applications of stochastic planning models have been limited as compared 

to deterministic models because of their computationally intensive nature. One of the 

first attempts at narrowing this computational gap is the work of Petkov and Maranas 

(1998). In this work, the problem of designing single-product campaign batch plants 

under demand uncertainty is addressed. By the explicit solution of the inner problem 

followed by analytical integration over all product demand realizations, the need for 

discretization of the probability space is obviated. The stochastic attributes of the 

problem are translated into an equivalent deterministic optimization problem at the 

expense of introducing nonlinearities into the problem. The proposed technique is 

shown to result in significant savings in computational requirements over quadrature 

integration. A similar treatment of uncertainty for the more complex midterm supply 

chain planning problem that was introduced in the previous chapter is pursued.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, a two-stage 

stochastic formulation for incorporating demand uncertainty in the midterm planning 

model formulated in the previous chapter is proposed. First, the special case of a 

single production site is addressed to motivate the proposed solution methodology. 

Subsequently, utilizing the insights gained from the analysis of the single site case, 

the more general multisite setting is discussed. A motivating example highlighting 

the key features of the proposed solution methodology is then presented followed by 

the computational results for two larger examples.

3.2 Two-Stage Stochastic Formulation

The midterm production planning model forms the basis of this work. As discussed 

previously, the key trade-off captured by this model, in the spirit of the classic multi

item capacitated lot-sizing problem, is that between fixed setup cost and inventory 

holding cost. The model utilizes the concept of “slots” within which the various 

supply chain activities are assumed to occur. The duration of this slot ranges from 1
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to 2  months in accordance with the midterm nature of the model.

The constraints of the midterm planning model can be classified into two distinct 

sets (McDonald and Karimi. 1997). The first set of production constraints ensure that 

an efficient allocation of the production capacity is achieved at the various production 

sites. These constraints determine the optimal operating policies at the production 

sites. The second category of constraints are referred to as supply-chain constraints. 

These constraints model the post-production activities of inventory management and 

effective allocation of customer demand. The idea of distinguishing between pro

duction constraints and supply-chain constraints naturally extends to the decision 

variables of the model (Gupta and Maranas, 1999) resulting in the partitioning of 

the variables into production variables and supply-chain variables. The production 

variables, which establish the location and timing of production runs, length of cam

paigns, production amounts and consumption of raw materials, uniquely define the 

production levels and resource utilization in the supply chain. The supply chain 

variables determine the flow of materials throughout the production-distribution sys

tem while accounting for inventory management. Due to the considerable lead times 

involved in the production process, the production variables need to be set “here- 

and-now” prior to demand realization. The supply chain activities, such as inventory 

control and customer demand allocation, on the other hand, can be performed in a 

“wait-and-see” mode.

The classification of the variables and constraints of the midterm planning model 

into two distinct categories results in a two-stage hierarchical decision making frame

work which can be effectively utilized for incorporating demand uncertainty. The 

two-stage midterm planning model under demand uncertainty is formulated as : 

(2SM P)

Y  F C f Y I i s  +  Y  u i j s p i j s  +  +  Y  +
'r /J'J «-a
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subject to

Jilin ^tigS ia  +  ECi*As E  ^is/ts +  E ^ A
I * J ~WHl

M

s.t.

E S u < 0 is
/« =  iS +  E ^ . - E W riM '-5 il

j ^

5
/ £ - / « < / £ < / £

s * , / « , / f , / £ > o

Vi 6  J FP 

Vs, i G X X I^  

Vi G I FP 

Vs, i € X \1 RM

Pijs — RijsRLija Vj, s, i 6  I \ 1 RM (3.1)

Cia = E t' Pi'is E j Pi'] s Vs, i € T \1 FP (3.2)

C ia= Z s'W ia's Vs, i G TIP (3.3)

FRLfja =  E  RLija
‘T./ = l

Vj, s, f (3.4)

£ f  FRLfja < Hja Vj,s (3.5)

MRLfjaYfja < FRLfja < HjsYfj.. V /J ,s (3.6)

P ijsi RLijaj F  RLfja, Cia, ^ 0 , y>i a G{ 0 , l}

The first-stage production decisions correspond to RLiJS, FRLf ja, Cia, and 

V/ja in model 2SMP. The first-stage decision making process is represented by the 

outer optimization problem consisting of Equations 3.1 through 3.6 which are the 

production constraints. The objective function of 2SMP is composed of two terms. 

The first one includes the costs incurred in the production stage. These are the 

fixed and variable costs of production, raw material charges and the cost of shipping 

intermediate products between production facilities. The second term quantifies the 

expected costs of the inner inventory management recourse problem. The constraints 

of this embedded optimization problem are referred to as the supply-chain constraints
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while the decision variables involved, S « ,/m ,/£  and I f ,  constitute the supply-chain 

variables. These variables are akin to control variables as they can be fine-tuned to 

ensure optimality in the face of uncertainty. The inner problem, thus, identifies the 

values of the supply chain variables which minimize the total supply chain cost for 

a given set of values of the production variables and demand realizations (0*). The 

basic idea of the methodology proposed for solving model 2SMP is based on obtaining 

a closed-form solution of this inner problem. This is discussed for the special case of 

a single production site in the next section.

3.3 Single Production Site

Before addressing the more relevant multisite instance of problem 2SMP, the simpler 

case of a single production site is considered. This analysis provides insight based on 

which the more general multisite setting will be addressed next.

Consider the inner inventory management problem for the single site case. Elim

ination of the inventory variable { If  and the customer shortage variable {If) and 

corresponding redundant constraints results in the following form for the inner prob

lem. Note that the sites index has been omitted for convenience.

( I P s p s )

£  h i A i  +  Y , H i O i  +  min £  Q l f  -  £ ( Ik  +  f * i ~  U ) S i
i i l i i i

subject to

where

Si < Bi (3.7)

S i - I t  < A i - I ? (3.8)

Si < At (3.9)

S i , I t  > 0 (3.10)

Ai = I? + Y ,P ij (3.11)
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Given the values for S, and / tA as obtained from problem IP sp s» /* and I~  can be 

calculated “off-line” as :

The constraints of problem IPsps can be described as follows. Equation 3.7 enforces 

no overstocking at the customer. Equation 3.8 along with the nonnegativity of the 

inventory deviation variable ensures that the underpenalty cost is incurred only when 

the inventory level is below the target safety stock level. Equation 3.9 represents the 

nonnegativity of inventory held.

Two important features of IP sps that are useful in characterizing its optimal so

lution are that (i) it decouples over products and (ii) it consequently involves only two 

variables (5t and 7A). This makes it amenable to solution by a graphical approach. 

Note that since the uncertain demand 0; appears in the constraint set, the feasible 

region of problem IP sps varies for different demand realizations. This implies that 

even though problem IP sps involves only two variables, it is not possible to a priori 

obtain a graphical representation of its feasible region. This problem can, however, be 

resolved by considering the dual of IPsps• In the resulting problem, because all cost 

coefficients are assumed to be deterministic, the feasible region will be independent 

of demand realizations. Thus, by associating nonnegative dual variables ux, vx and wx 

with constraints 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 respectively, the dual of problem IPsps for each 

product i is given by

Ix = Ai — Si and I~ = 9i — Sx (3.12)

(DIPi)

hiAi +  piQi -I- max -9 xUi -  (Ai -  I^)vi — AiWiUifVi »tl/i

subject to

tti + Vi +  Wi > hi + fr —ti

U{, vix Wi > 0

Vi < Q

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)
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Under the assumption that the demand (0*) is always nonnegative, u, can be elim

inated from DIPi using Equation 3.13 to give the following equivalent formulation 

after dropping the constant term (hiAi +  /i*0 ,).

For each product t, problem DIP* involves only two variables v, and u/,. A graph

ical representation of the feasible region can thus be obtained as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Based on the feasible region illustrated in Figure 3.1, a cost assumption which has 

been implicitly incorporated is

This assumption ensures economic feasibility of the production-distribution system. 

For an enterprise to sustain in the market, the revenue earned (/**) for a unit of finished 

product sold should be larger than the cumulative sum of the inventory holding (hi), 

underpenalty (C») and transportation (U) costs.

The vector representing the gradient of the objective function, along with its 

corresponding Vi and Wi components, is also shown in Figure 3.1. The direction 

of this vector represents the direction of maximum ascent of the objective function 

value. The sign of the components of this vector determine which direction, out of 

those labeled (I) to (IV) in Figure 3.1, is the one of maximum ascent. It is not 

possible to determine this direction a priori because the two components depend on 

the realization of the stochastic demand. Therefore, four distinct cases need to be

(DIP')

( h i + t * -  ti)0 i +  max Vi(9i -  + i f )  +  Wi(9i -  AJ 

subject to

Vi +  Wi < hi + pi -  ti

Vi <  Ci

v^ Wi > 0

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)
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W;

h j+ H i - t i

h i + ^ r ' i - C i
(IV)

0 i - A i

Objective Function 
Gradient Vector

Optimal (III)

Optimal (I) ^ o p t i m a l  (U)

Figure 3.1: Feasible region and directions of steepest ascent of objective function for 

problem DIP? (Cases (I) - (IV))
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considered for the four possible sign combinations of these two components. Based 

on this observation, the optimal solution for problem DIP[ can be characterized as 

follows :

• Case I : 0* -  Ai < 0 , 0* -  A* + //■ < 0 => vx = 0 , u;t = 0

• Case II : < 0 , 0* -  Ax + If- > 0 =» v* = Q , wt = 0

• Case I I I : 0* -  A* > 0 , 0* -  A* + //• > 0 =» u* = Ct , Wi = hi+ Hi-tt -  Q

•  Case IV : 0j -  i4j > 0 , Qi — Ax + If" < 0 => Infeasible combination

The resulting optimal objective function values for problem DIP[ are :

• Case I : -(hi + fc-  U)Qi

• Case II : Q(If -  Aj + 0J -  (/i* + /i* -  t,-)0j

• Case III : QIX -  (h, + £,)A,

Based on the dual optimal solutions obtained for problem DlPf, the corresponding 

primal optimal solutions for problem I P s p s  can be reconstructed as :

• Case I : /•* = 0 , Si = 9i

• Case II : I* = 9i-  (A* -  ItL) , 5, = 0,

• Case III : = ItL , St = A,

Figure 3.2 shows the variation of the optimal supply policies with demand realiza

tion. As illustrated in the figure, the three distinct regions corresponding to the cases

(I), (II) and (III) can be viewed as regimes of low, intermediate and high demand

realizations respectively. The transition from low to intermediate and, subsequently, 

intermediate to high demand regimes occur at demand realizations indicated as Qf~*1 
and Q[~*H respectively.
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Low Demand Intermediate Demand High Demand
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Si= 6 i S r 0 i Sj=Aj

A f  9i If=Ar  0j [,= 0

l j = 0 i : = 0 i:= 0 ; - Ai

l-= 0 i f= if" Aj+ 9j Ia= I Lt 1

♦ ♦ t  0

0  e r ,=Ar ii e r H=Ai

( Low to Intennediate \  /  Intermediate to High \  
Transition Demand Level/ ^Transition Demand Level/

Figure 3.2: Optimal supply policies for the single site case
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An intuitive interpretation of the optimal supply policies shown in Figure 3.2 can 

be realized by considering the network representation of problem I P s p s  as shown in 

Figure 3.3. Production variable Ai can be viewed as the amount of finished product 

available for supply at the production node prior to demand realization as illustrated 

in Figure 3.3. This amount equals the sum of the initial inventory of the product and 

the total amount produced on all processors at the production site. Requirements for 

the product exists at two different demand nodes. There is an internal demand of 

I f  units at the inventory node and an external demand of 0 , units at the customer 

node as shown in Figure 3.3. A key distinction between these two demands is that 

the internal demand is deterministic while the external one is uncertain. The flow 

from the production node to the inventory node corresponds to the inventory holding 

variable /,. Similarly, the flow on the arc directed from the production node to 

the customer node corresponds to the customer supply variable Si. Note that the 

inventory flow is allowed to exceed the internal demand (overstocking). However, 

overstocking at the customer is not permitted (McDonald and Karimi, 1997).

Next, consider rewriting Equation 3.19 as :

+ U <  —Ci +  hi

The left hand side of the above expression represents the cost of shipping a unit of 

product from the production node to the customer node. Similarly, the right hand 

side represents the net minimum cost incurred for the transfer of one product unit 

to the inventory node. This implies that given a choice of satisfying only one of the 

two demands, the external demand should be given priority. This is referred to as 

the “customer priority principle”.

In view of this, consider a specific realization of the external demand 0,. If this 

realization is greater than the total supply Ai, then based on the customer priority 

principle, everything must be shipped to the customer. The inventory level will drop 

to zero and thus maximum possible underpenalty cost corresponding to a deviation of 

I f  units will be incurred. This supply policy corresponds exactly to the high demand
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InventoryNode

A i i = > c=C> 0 i

ProductionNode CustomerNode

Figure 3.3: Network representation of problem I P s p s
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regime given by Case (III). In this case, none of the two demands is completely 

satisfied. Now consider the other extreme case in which the supply is large enough 

to completely satisfy both demands i.e., Ai > I f  +  0l. The optimal supply policy in 

this case would involve shipping Qi units to the customer and holding the remaining 

Ai — Qi units in inventory. This would be equivalent to Case (I). For the intermediate 

demand regime corresponding to Case(II) in Figure 3.2, the entire external demand 

can be met only at the expense of incurring some underpenalty cost. In this case, 

after shipping Qi units to the customer, the remaining Ai — Qi units are transferred to 

inventory. This results in a deviation of I f  -  (A* -  Qi) units below the target safety 

stock level.

The basic idea of obtaining an explicit solution of the inner inventory management 

problem is similar in spirit to the parametric programming approach of Acevedo and 

Pistikopoulos (1997). The three demand regimes identified are equivalent to the crit

ical regions in the parametric programming framework in which different bases are 

optimal. Similarly, the transition demand levels correspond to the critical points at

which the change of optimal bases occurs (Gal, 1995). The work of Pistikopoulos and

co-workers uses sampling based numerical integration techniques for expectation eval

uation. In contrast, in this work an analytical method for calculating the expectation 

using the explicitly derived optimal solution is utilized.

3.3.1 Expectation Evaluation

The calculation of the expected value of the solution of the inner problem requires 

integration over all possible demand realizations. In order to facilitate this calculation, 

define a f, a{ and a f  as the probabilities which measure the likelihood of the demand 

of a particular product being low, intermediate and high respectively. Therefore,

of =  P r [#, < 4  - / / • ]  (3.20)

of = Pr [A, -  / f  < 9, < A,] (3.21)
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o f  =  P r [ 9 t> A i} (3.22)

Application of the probability-scaled additive property of the expectation operator 

to the inner problem optimal value yields the following recourse function Qi(Ai).

Qi(Ai) = So,

hiAi + faOi

+  [ -{Ik + in -  Ufa | O i < A i - I t ]

+  [ ~  A i 4- 9i) — {h{ + &  — ti)0i | Aj — //" < 9 i <  Ai  ]

+  [ QJt — {hi +  Hi — U)Ai | Ai < Qi ]

=  hi Ai + (iiG™

+ (*i£9i [— (hi + Hi — U)6i | Qi < Ai — / / “]

+ ctjS$i [  Q{ItL — Ai +  Qi) — (hi +  fa  — ti)9i | Ai — if* <  Qi <  Ai J 

+ a » £ 9i [CiItL -  (hi + / a -  ti)Ai | Ai < Qi ] (3.23)

where 0™ is the mean demand for product i. The analytical evaluation of the integrals 

involved in Equation 3.23 is facilitated by standardizing the demand as

and defining

Qi-Qr
*  =  -Oi

(3.24)

(3.25)
CFi Oi

where d  is the standard deviation of the demand for product i. The probabilities for 

low, intermediate and high demand realizations are then calculated as

a f  = / > ) • [ * < * ? ] = * ( * / )

a!  = P r [ K } < t , < K ? ] = * ( K f ) - * ( K } )

a«  = Pt [Kf  < z] = 1 -  $(A?)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

where $(•) denotes the standardized cumulative distribution function. Application 

of the definition of expectation for a normally distributed random variable yields the
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following conditional expectations :

£[zi \ z i <K}\  =  _

I Kl  < ^  < /<?]

(3.29)

(3.30)
e -M d *

where /(•) is the normal density function. Incorporation of the expressions for the 

conditional expectations and the probabilities in Equation 3.23 yields :

C& [ * / * ( * / )  +  f {K\ )  ]

Qi(Ai) = + a i i h i + n - t i - C i )  [ K f * ( K f ) + f ( K ? )  ] (3-31)

-  m O i K *  +  Q I i  +  U A i  

Having calculated the expectation of the optimal value of the inner problem, the orig

inal two-stage formulation 2SMP is recast as the following single-stage deterministic 

equivalent problem.

(DEQsps)

mm
Pi}.RLx j . F R L f ]

£  F C ,Y „  +  £  v„P,t + £  piQ  + £  & (4)
f j

subject to

Equations 3.1 - 3.6, 3.11, 3.25

Problem DEQsps is a mixed-integer, nonlinear problem (MINLP). The nonlinear 

terms, which are restricted to the objective function, are of the general form

g{K)  =  K$(K)  +  f ( K )  (3.32)

The convexity of g(K ) is readily established by recognizing that its second derivative 

is always nonnegative (Petkov and Maranas, 1997). Therefore, problem DEQ sps is
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a convex MINLP and can be solved to global optimality by techniques like General

ized Benders Decomposition (GBD) (Geoffrion, 1972) or Outer Approximation (OA) 

(Duran and Grossmann, 1986).

Convexity of problem DEQsps is a consequence of the complete recourse prop

erty of the inner inventory management problem. A feasible second stage solution 

exists for any demand realization and any production setting since the supply policy 

of not shipping anything to the customer and transferring all production amount to 

inventory is always feasible. The feasible uncertainty region consisting of all possible 

demand realizations, is therefore independent of the first stage decisions. This special 

problem structure leads to the convexity of the proposed formulation. Alternately, the 

convexity property can also be inferred within the parametric programming frame

work by recognizing that the first stage variable appears only as the right hand side 

vector in the second stage problem.

3.4 Multiple Production Sites

Having addressed the simpler single-site version of the problem 2SMP, next consider 

the general multisite case. The inner optimization problem for this case is given by 

I P m p s -

{ I  P m p s )

^  h isA is  +  +  HI ip Cm A s ~  — Us) S is
i,s i t tJ 1,5 1,5

subject to

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

c .  _  n

9 / A >ItS —

< Bi

< Au - *\S

< Ais

> 0
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where

A* = !L + ' Z p* f - ' L w ** <3-37)
j *

Comparison of problem I P m p s  with the single-site inner optimization problem I P s p s  

indicates that the presence of multiple production facilities is reflected in Equa

tion 3.33 which allocates product supply from different sites to meet the customer 

demand. This constraint couples the production sites by enforcing no overstocking at 

the customer. In addition, the transfer of intermediate products between production 

sites is accounted for in the definition of Au  by Equation 3.37.

The separability over the set of products, observed for the single-site case is also 

preserved for the multisite case. The network representation of I P m p s  for a given 

product is shown in Figure 3.4. The demand at the customer can now be met by 

multiple manufacturing facilities. Because the total number of variables involved 

in I P m p s  is equal to twice the number of production sites, it is not amenable to 

direct graphical solution. Therefore, a different solution strategy, utilizing the insight 

gained from the single site case, is employed. First, a primal feasible solution for 

problem I P m p s  is postulated by extending the results obtained for problem I P s p s - 

Subsequently, a dual feasible solution having the same objective function value as 

the postulated primal solution is constructed. This establishes the optimality of the 

postulated primal solution based on the strong duality theorem of linear programming.

The construction of the primal feasible solution for I P m p s  requires the intro

duction of additional notation and assumptions. The key questions that need to be 

answered for the multisite case are as follows:

1 . Which sites service the customer in the three demand regimes?

2. What is the relative supply ranking in the three demand regimes?

To answer the first question, based on the relative magnitudes of A, and Ij1 (the index 

i is dropped in all further analysis for clarity of presentation), the sites are classified
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IL

ILi.S

Figure 3.4: Network representation of problem I P m p s
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as :

I S  =  {s 6 S  | As -  i f  > 0}

I V  = { s £ S  | A, -  Is < 0}

with I S  U I'D =  5  and I S  D TD =  <t>. Sites belonging to set I S  are referred 

to as internally sufficient (IS) sites while those constituting set I'D  are termed as 

internally deficient (ID). This terminology stems from the interpretation of As -  I f  

as the production amount available in excess of the internal demand at a particular 

production site. Note that different I S  and TD  site classification sets exist for each 

product i.

To answer the second question, two additional cost parameters need to be defined

as :

Is = ts hs (3.38)

ws =  ts — hs + (3.39)

A schematic description of 7 , and us, which are defined as the over-safety stock- 

supply cost (OSS) and the under-safety stock-supply cost (USS) respectively, is given 

in Figure 3.5. OSS represents the cost incurred after transferring a unit of product 

from the inventory to the customer (not including the revenue earned) from above the 

safety stock level. Alternately, if the product is supplied from below the safety stock 

level, the cost incurred is USS. These two cost parameters play an important role in 

determining the order in which the sites service the customer in a particular demand 

regime. The following cost assumptions are also enforced.

p + hs - t s - Q > 0  (3.40)

t s < h s < Q (3.41)

Equation 3.40 is simply an extension of the customer priority principle to the multisite

setting. The assumption that Q is greater than hs is consistent with maintaining an

inventory target of If .
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Inventory 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of 7 , (OSS) and us (USS)
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The assumption that inventory holding cost hs exceeds the transportation cost t, typ

ically holds for most local and global supply chains. In the latter, due to appreciable 

transit lead times, the transportation charges are usually viewed as surrogates for 

inventory holding costs.

An important relationship which results from Equation 3.41 is

7. <  0 < uis (3.42)

Equation 3.42 implies that given a choice for shipping a unit of product from above 

or below the safety stock level, the former should be chosen for minimizing cost. 

This key result is exploited next for postulating optimal supply policies in the low, 

intermediate and high demand regimes.

3.4.1 Low Demand Regime

For the single site case, the low demand regime consists of all possible demand real

izations for which zero underpenalty charges are incurred. In the multisite setting, 

however, due to the presence of the ID sites, underpenalty charges may be unavoid

able. Therefore, for the multisite case, the low demand regime is defined as the set of 

all possible demand realizations for which minimum total underpenalty charges are 

incurred in the supply chain. This corresponds to limiting the underpenalty charges 

to only the ID sites and not violating the safety stock levels at any of the IS sites.

If the external demand is zero, the available amount As is transferred to inventory 

at all sites as no overstocking is permitted at the customer. Subsequently, any nonzero 

demand can be met at minimum cost by shipping the product from the IS site with 

the lowest OSS cost. The maximum demand that can be allocated to this site before 

switching to the site with the second lowest OSS cost is the inventory in excess of 

the target safety stock level (i.e. A s — Ij"). This prevents the inventory level at the 

first (lowest OSS cost) site from dipping below the target safety stock level avoiding 

underpenalty charges.
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Based on these observations, feasible supply policies for the IS sites can be ob-

sequence of sites, starting with the site with the lowest OSS cost, represents the order 

in which the IS sites service the customer. In accordance with the definition of the low 

demand regime, A s -  //• units are shipped from a given site before switching to the 

next one to maintain the underpenalty charges at a minimum. The entire available 

amount at the ID sites is transferred to inventory to minimize underpenalty charges. 

The production sites are reordered to obtain a concise mathematical representation 

of the above described supply policies such that

tained by ranking them in increasing order of OSS cost (Figure 3.6). The resulting

7 a-1 <  7a (3.43)

holds. Also, define site sf € I S  as

(3.44)

s€ I5 s€ I S

Note that the summations in Equation 3.44 consider only the IS sites. 

The supply policies for the different sites are then given by

Sa =  0  

h  = As (3.45)

Ss = As -  1̂

/ ,  =  / / •  • V s < s; - 1 , s G I 5

/,A =  0

(3.46)
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Figure 3.6: Low demand regime for the multisite case
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Ss = e- y  (a s - / * )  
*!=» '  'sezs

(3.47)

5615
/ f  =  0

5, =  0

/ s =  a s V s > s ;  +  i , s e i 5

/A = o
(3.48)

For a low demand realization given by Equation 3.44, Equations 3.45 through 3.48 

summarize the supply policies obtained by sequentially allocating demand to the 

IS sites. Ranking of the IS sites on the basis of the OSS cost is achieved through 

Equation 3.43 and no shortage at the customer (I~ = 0) exists in the low demand 

regime. The transition demand level QL ~*1 is thus given by

regime, the supply policies consist of shipping As -  If* units from each of the IS sites. 

As a result, the inventory levels at all the IS sites is driven to // '.  Thus, supply of 

an additional unit of product to the customer causes the inventory level of one of the 

sites to fall below the target safety stock level. This implies that irrespective of the 

type of site (i.e. IS or ID) chosen to ship this additional unit, a USS cost is incurred. 

Therefore, in order to minimize cost, the candidate site for supplying this additional 

unit (over and above QL~*1) to the customer is the one with the lowest USS cost.
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as shown in Figure 3.6.

3.4.2 Intermediate Demand Regime

Demand realizations exceeding BL~*{ comprise the intermediate demand regime. For 

a demand realization of based on the analysis presented for the low demand
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The above observation suggests that a procedure based on ranking the sites with 

respect to the USS cost can be used to allocate the portion of demand in excess of 

So, for an intermediate demand 9 > the allocation of demand can be

achieved in two phases. In the first phase, QL~*! units are allocated to the IS sites 

based on their OSS cost rank. In the second phase, the remaining 0 — ©i_+/ units are 

allocated by re-ranking all the sites in terms of their USS cost (Figure 3.7).

In the spirit of the low demand regime, ranking of the sites on the basis of their 

USS cost is achieved by reordering the production sites such that

(3.50)

holds. Let s ' € I S  U XV  be the site for which

« € is  seTD s e t s

For this intermediate demand realization, the supply policies for the ID and IS sites 

are given by

seTD s € l S

Sa = A .

/ ,  =  0 ■ V s < s' -  1

i t  =  i t

(3.52)

\

s € l S

S  = (3.53)
tseis

Ss = 0

J4 =  As > V s > s; +  1, s € XV (3.54)
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V s > s’ + 1 , s e  I S  (3.55)

Ss = Aa -  //•

Is = l t

/,A =  o

Equations 3.52 through 3.55 represent the supply policies for an intermediate demand 

realization given by Equation 3.51. Consequently, the transition demand level 

is given by

e i^H = Y ,A s (3.56)
5

as shown in Figure 3.7. As in the low demand regime, there is no shortage at the 

customer (I~ =  0 ).

3.4.3 High Demand Regime

In the low and intermediate demand regimes, the entire customer demand is met and 

no sales are lost {i.e. I~ = 0). For high demand realizations (i.e., 6  > ©/->ff), how

ever, this is no longer possible. Therefore, based on the customer priority paradigm, 

the entire production amount from all the sites is transferred to the customer location 

resulting in the following optimal supply policies.

S, = A,

Is = 0  

i t  = i t
i -  = e - £ A ,

s

Complete inventory depletion at all the manufacturing facilities results in maximum 

underpenalty charges in the supply chain.

3.4.4 Establishing Optimality

Next, the feasibility and optimality of the postulated supply policies are ascertained. 

The methodology adopted for allocating demand to the various production sites en

sures that the amount supplied from a site does not exceed the total amount available

V s € TS  U I P  (3.57)
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Figure 3.7: Intermediate demand regime for the multisite case
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for supply (i4,). This guarantees nonnegative inventory levels at the sites. The no 

overstocking restriction is also enforced by not shipping in excess of the demand in 

the low and intermediate demand regimes ensuring the feasibility of the constructed 

primal solution. The optimality of this solution is established based on LP duality as 

described next.

Consider the LP dual of problem I P m p s - By associating nonnegative dual vari

ables u, vs and ws with Equations 3.33, 3.34 and 3.35 respectively, this can be for

mulated as:

max —9u +  -  As)vs -  V! AswsU.V..IU, i$€S s£S

subject to

u +  va + ws > n ~ t s + hs 

vs < G 

v, Vs, Ws > 0

The following dual solution is postulated for the three demand regimes: 

Low Demand Regim e

v  =  M ~ 7 s ;

f
G S € XV

7sf -  7a s  < si -  1 S e  I S  

0  s > st* s 6  TS

ws = 0  

Interm ediate D em and Regim e

u =  n -  cjj-
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v. . 1

w. =

High Demand Regime

Cs s < s-

0 s > s* +  1 s € XV

^5* “  75 S >  S' +  1 s € T S

»*
• 

• 1 s S <  S* -  1

0 S >  s i

u = 0

$ II c*

w s =

The feasibility of this solution is established by substitution in the constraints of 

the dual problem and using the cost assumptions (Equations 3.40, 3.41, 3.42) and 

the ranking schemes in the various demand regimes. In addition, this dual feasible 

solution results in the same objective function values for the three demand regimes 

as the postulated primal feasible solutions. Dual solution feasibility and equality of 

primal and dual objectives implies the optimality of the postulated supply policies 

based on the principle of strong LP duality.

3.4.5 Expectation Evaluation

Subsequently, as for the single site case, the expectation evaluation is carried out 

analytically. Let af”., a[. and a H be the probabilities that the product demand lies 

in the low, intermediate or high demand regimes respectively.

5l = Pr
a ,* -l -i
E (-4. - ) <»< E [a, -  ii)
j=L

3&IS
s=l

s€TS

(3.58)
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Subsequently, the recourse function Q(.A4) is given by

Q(/t.) = ytr + £  h,A , + E ‘-(A,) + E '(A ,)  +  £ " ( /! .)
365

where
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(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)
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and

E h(A.) = £  a»  S, [ -  lit -  u,\ A , +  C. [ /f  -  A,] I e >  e ' - * ]  (3.64)
s €5

represent the expected second stage costs in the low, intermediate and high demand 

regimes respectively. Analytical integration of Equations 3.62, 3.63 and 3.64 facili

tated by the standardization of the demand parameter and the definition of K\. and 

AT?. as

a K l =5i ±  (A , -  Ij-) -  t r
as IL*eis

(3.65)

results in

oK]. =

1151- 1

s’
ql~*1 + Y  A* + E X - r

4Slseiv < s l
se x s

(3.66)

Q(A.) = £  k ; +l "  7.;] [ # ;* ( * ] ; )  + /(* ] ;) ]
Jf* = I

+ a [u/ , * = 1  -  7s,*=|XSl] [ K =|IS|) +  /(^ J l,*=|15l)]
151-1

+

+

Y  °  K - + 1 -  Us’} [K*.$(K*:) + /(AT,2.)]

- anK]-=\s\ + Y  + E tsA*
*€5 *€5

(3.67)

where \XS\ denotes the IS site with the highest OSS cost and |«S| represents the 

site (IS or ID) with the highest USS cost. The convexity of the nonlinear terms in 

Equation 3.67 is preserved because they retain the same form as the single site case.

3.5 Illustrative Example

The proposed methodology is first highlighted with a small three-site supply chain 

example. A single product is produced at each one of these sites on a single processor.
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The parameters characterizing this supply chain are listed in Table 3.1. The initial 

inventory at all the three sites is zero and the revenue earned per unit product /x 

is equal to 5.0. The uncertain product demand 9 is described as N(HQ,  30). The 

deterministic single-stage equivalent problem DEQ mps is solved for the example 

supply chain using OA. The optimal objective value obtained is 291 with the optimal 

first-stage planning decisions given in Table 3.2. The optimal production run lengths 

RLS and amounts Ps are listed in Table 3.2. The detailed supply policies for the three 

production sites, shown in Figure 3.8, illustrate the flow on the supply and inventory 

arcs for all demand regimes. The safety stock levels //• imply that site 1 is of type ID 

while sites 2  and 3 are of type IS. Therefore TD =  {1 } and T S  =  {2 ,3}. The ranking 

of the IS sites on the basis of their OSS costs determines the supply policies in the 

low demand regime. The first 57 product demand units are allocated to site 2 which 

is the IS site with the lowest OSS cost. Product demand between 57 and 76 units is 

assigned to site 3 as shown in Figure 3.8. This demand level of 76 units corresponds to 

the transition demand level QL~*1. By not allowing the inventory levels to fall below 

the safety stock level at sites 2 and 3, the underpenalty charges are restricted to only 

site 1 (where they are unavoidable). The intermediate demand regime is comprised 

of product demand orders between 76 and 166 units. Ranking of the three sites with 

respect to their USS costs determines the optimal supply policy in the intermediate 

regime. Site 2  is the site with the lowest USS cost. Demand is initially allocated 

to site 2 until the inventory at site 2 is completely depleted. At this point, supply 

is redirected to the site with the second lowest USS cost (site 3). Upon depletion 

of inventory in site 3, product demand is allocated to site 1 as shown in Figure 3.8. 

This determines the transition demand level The supply policies in the high

demand regime consist of shipping the entire production amount a t the three sites to 

the customer. By parametrically solving the inner optimization problem, the optimal 

supply policies for the entire range of demand realizations are identified. Given any 

demand realization, the supply policy which minimizes cost can thus be ascertained.
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Table 3.1: Parameters for the motivating example

s FC, Vs Rs Hs M R La ts hs G I t 7s

1 4.5 0.5 0.5 1 0 0 50 0 . 1 0 . 8 1.7 1 0 0 -0.7 1 . 0

2 6.5 0.3 0 . 6 1 2 0 25 0 . 2 0.7 1.3 15 -0.5 0 . 8

3 5.0 0 . 6 0.5 150 2 0 0.3 0 . 6 1 . 2 25 -0.3 0.9
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Table 3.2: Optimal first-stage production policies for the motivating example

s Ys RLS Ps

1 1 1 0 0 50

2 1 1 2 0 72

3 1 8 8 44
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Figure 3.8: Supply policies for motivating example
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In the light of these results, it is important to quantify the impact of uncertainty 

on the planning decisions. This can be answered based on the value o f the stochastic 

solution (VSS) (Birge and Louveaux, 1997) which evaluates the cost of ignoring un

certainty. By replacing all random parameters by their expected values and solving 

the resulting deterministic expected value (EV) problem, the EV solution is obtained. 

Subsequently, the recourse problem (RP) is solved with the first stage decisions fixed 

at the EV solution. The resulting optimal value is known as the expected result of 

using the EV solution (EEV)(Birge and Louveaux, 1997). EEV measures how the 

EV solution performs in the face of uncertainty. The VSS is then defined by

VSS =  EEV - RP

Table 3.3 lists the EEV and the VSS values obtained for the illustrative example as 

the standard deviation of the demand is varied. The monotonically increasing values 

of the VSS indicate that the cost of neglecting uncertainty increases with the degree 

of uncertainty. Under high risk conditions, savings of approximately 9% are achieved 

justifying the inclusion of uncertainty in the planning decisions. In the following 

example, a computational comparison between the discretization methods and the 

proposed solution technique is provided for a larger supply chain.

3.6 Example 1

The first example, initially proposed by McDonald and Karimi (1997), consists of 34 

products which are manufactured at two consecutive production sites. The first site 

produces 23 products grouped into 1 1  product families. Some of these 23 products 

are shipped as intermediates to the second site which produces the remaining 1 1  

products. Demands for all products are present at the beginning of each one of the 

12 time periods of 1 month duration. A detailed description of the problem can be 

found in McDonald and Karimi (1997).
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Table 3.3: Variation of EEV, RP and VSS with demand standard deviation for the 

illustrative example

a E E V RP V S S ^ x l O O

1 0 287 285 2 0.70

15 292 286 6 2 . 1 0

2 0 298 287 1 1 3.83

25 305 288 17 5.90

30 313 291 2 2 7.56

35 321 294 27 9.18
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First, the single period version of this problem instance is considered. The product 

demands are assumed to be normally distributed with a standard deviation of 2 0 % 

of the expected demand. The resulting problem D E Q m p s  is solved by a customized 

implementation of the OA algorithm (Duran and Grossmann, 1986). The lower and 

upper bounds obtained are 274.70 and 274.74 respectively. These are obtained in only 

5 iterations of the OA implementation utilizing a total of 2 CPU seconds. For compar

ison, the single period problem is also solved using Monte Carlo sampling (Birge and 

Louveaux, 1997). This involves the generation of a large number of demand scenarios 

and the incorporation of supply chain variables for each one of these scenarios in 

the inner optimization problem yielding an MILP formulation. This MILP is solved 

for an increasing number of scenarios and the results are shown in Figure 3.9. As 

expected, the Monte Carlo optimal value approaches the exact optimal objective func

tion as the number of considered scenarios increases. However, over 1000 of them are 

needed for good agreement. Figure 3.10 shows the computational resources expended 

in obtaining these results which scale exponentially with the number of scenarios in 

accordance with the NP-hard nature of the MILP problem. Computational savings 

of almost two orders of magnitude over Monte Carlo sampling (2 CPU seconds as 

compared to 1067 CPU seconds for 700 scenarios) clearly highlight the benefits of the 

proposed methodology.

Next, it is examined what is the quantitative benefit, if any, achieved by incorpo

rating a description of uncertainty for a multiperiod planning framework. To answer 

this question, the following multiperiod simulation study is conducted. Consider two 

planners. A stochastic planner (S), who has information about both the mean and the 

standard deviation of the demand, and a deterministic planner (D) who has informa

tion only about the mean demand. Both of these planners plan on a rolling horizon 

basis as shown in Figure 3.11. In the first period, planner S solves the stochastic 

formulation while planner D solves the deterministic formulation. This results in two 

alternative optimal production policies for the first period. Based on the optimal
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of a Monte Carlo sampling implementation with the proposed 

solution procedure
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values taken by the production variables, the two planners identify the three demand 

regimes for each product. Subsequently, randomly generated demand realizations are 

revealed to both planners (Figure 3.11). Based on whether the demand realized is 

low, intermediate or high, the supply policies for each product are determined by the 

two planners along with the actual second stage costs. The optimal supply policies 

define the initial conditions for the second period. For example, the inventory level as 

determined by the supply policies defines the initial inventory for the second period. 

Similarly, the shortage at the customer at the end of the first period is incorporated 

into the mean demand for the second period. This procedure is carried out in a rolling 

horizon manner for the 12 month planning period. It is repeated a number of times 

to average over the randomly generated demands revealed to the two planners.

The performance of the two planners is shown in Figure 3.12 where the running 

average optimal expected cost for the two planners are plotted against an increas

ing number of demand randomizations. Clearly, the stochastic planner consistently 

outperforms the deterministic planner by identifying better planning policies. In the 

limit, expected values of the multiperiod costs obtained reach 19,643 and 20,027 for 

planner S and D respectively. These represent cost savings of approximately 2% by 

the stochastic planner. This difference in the expected costs can be interpreted as the 

savings achieved by solely including a description of demand variability, quantified in 

terms of the standard deviation of the uncertain demand, into the planning process.

3.7 Example 2

The second example problem consists of a larger supply chain involving six production 

sites manufacturing a total of 30 products as illustrated in Figure 3.13. Sites 1 and 

2 (3 and 4) produce the same products, 1 through 10 (11 through 20) respectively. 

However, these sites are characterized by different production characteristics and cost
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Figure 3.11: Simulation procedure adopted for the multiperiod setting
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parameters. These products are either shipped as finished products to the customer 

or as intermediate products to sites 5 and 6 as shown in Figure 3.13. An assembly type 

product structure exists at sites 5 and 6 where each finished product is produced from 

two intermediate products. All sites consist of a single processor which is capacity 

constrained and fixed setup charges are incurred at each site.

To assess the computational complexity of the problem, the deterministic version 

of the problem is solved first. The optimal deterministic plan incurs a total cost of 

1,332.54 obtained after 145 CPU seconds. Subsequently, the stochastic problem is 

solved with the customized OA algorithm. This identifies lower and upper bounds of 

1,509.14 and 1,509.62 respectively in 9 iterations of the algorithm and 2,372 seconds 

of CPU time. The increased objective value over the deterministic optimal objective 

value reflects the cost of uncertainty at the planning stage. The same problem instance 

is also solved using Monte Carlo sampling. The results obtained (see Table 3.4) 

illustrate the widening gap between analytical integration and stochastic sampling 

for larger problem instances.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, a two-stage modeling and solution framework was proposed for in

corporating demand uncertainty in midterm planning problems. Specifically, the 

supply chains considered were characterized by (semi)continuous processes and mul

tiple production sites. The partitioning of the variables and constraints of the model 

into production and supply chain provided the appropriate structure for a two-stage 

stochastic programming formulation. The production decisions, due to their appre

ciable lead times, were made in a “here-and-now” fashion before the uncertainty in 

demand was resolved. Subsequently, the “wait-and-see” supply chain decisions were 

made based on the production decisions and the realization of the demand.
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Figure 3.13: Supply chain for second example
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Table 3.4: Monte Carlo (MC) results for Example 2

#  Scenarios MC Optimal CPU

10 1,441 2,108

50 1,497 a >10,000

100 1,544 6 >10,000

° 2% optimality gap 
6 4% optimality gap
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The expectation evaluation of the inner recourse problem was resolved in two steps. 

The first step involved obtaining a closed-form solution of the inner problem using 

LP duality. This analysis led to three different optimal supply policies depending 

on whether the product demand was within the low, intermediate or high demand 

regime. Based on the insight obtained from the single site case the multisite case 

was subsequently resolved. Two key issues identified in the analysis for the multisite 

case were (i) the classification of sites into types IS and ID and (ii) ranking of the 

sites based on the OSS and USS costs in the low and intermediate demand regimes. 

The second step was the computation of the expectation of the second stage costs 

by analytical integration. The resulting single-stage deterministic equivalent MINLP 

was shown to have a convex continuous part. A customized version of OA (Duran and 

Grossmann, 1986) was implemented. Computational results for multisite problems 

indicated that the proposed analysis and solution framework was at least an order 

of magnitude more efficient than sampling methods such as Monte Carlo integration 

at the expense of restricting the modeling of uncertainty to normal. In addition, a 

comparitive study between the planning suggestions of a deterministic model and the 

proposed two-stage stochastic model showed that planning savings can be realized by 

recognizing and incorporating demand uncertainty in the decision making framework. 

It is important to note that the normality assumption for the uncertain demands plays 

a key role in the expectation evaluation step of the proposed methodology. Extension 

of this work to account for a general probability distribution could be undertaken. 

Furthermore, incorporation of uncertainty in the second stage cost parameters such 

as revenue, transportation cost and underpenalty cost within the proposed analytical 

framework may also be explored.
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Chapter 4 

Managing Uncertainty

To highlight the effectiveness of the framework proposed in chapter 3 for managing 

uncertainties in CPI planning, it is applied to a representative supply chain network 

shown in Figure 4.1. The supply chain consists of two production sites manufacturing 

two products. The production facilities operate in a single-product dedicated mode 

with the entire capacity at site 1 (site 2) allocated to product 1 (product 2). The 

demand for product 1, which serves as the raw material for product 2, exists at 

customer 1 over a planning horizon of 6 months (time periods). Similarly, the demand 

for product 2 at customer 2 is satisfied exclusively by production at site 2. Product 

1 is a bulk commodity chemical having a much higher absolute level of demand as 

compared to product 2, which is a more value added product. Since product 1 is 

a commodity chemical, the degree of uncertainty as captured by the coefficient of 

variation (ratio of standard deviation to mean value) of the demand distribution 

is higher for product 1 as compared to product 2. This can be attributed to, for 

instance, the relative absence of product differentiation between multiple competitive 

companies manufacturing this product for meeting the market requirements. Both the 

manufacturing facilities are characterized by limited capacity processing equipment, 

which incur a set-up charge for each production campaign.

The solution of model 2SMP for this supply chain setting coupled with a rolling
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Figure 4.1: Two-site, two-product supply chain network
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horizon planning protocol (Gupta and Maranas, 2000) results in an average total cost 

of 3,370 units with a standard deviation of 116 units. These values correspond to the 

underlying distribution of the total cost shown in Figure 4.2. The total cost distribu

tion shown in Figure 4.2 is utilized for determining confidence intervals for the total 

cost. For instance, the total cost will lie between 3,250 units and 3,500 units with a 

confidence level of approximately 90%. The enterprise can subsequently leverage its 

other tactical level budgeting decisions on this information and effectively allocate 

its financial resources. The break-up of the average total cost over the six planning 

periods is given in Table 4.1. In addition to the mean, the standard deviation of the 

individual period costs is also listed in Table 4.1. A key observation based on the re

sults shown in Table 4.1 is that the variability in the first period cost, as measured by 

the standard deviation, is significantly smaller than the subsequent periods. This gen

eral trend of increasing in the standard deviation for future periods can be explained 

based on the observation that the uncertainty in the total cost in a particular period 

is driven by two basic underlying sources: (i) demand uncertainty and (ii) uncertainty 

in inventory/customer shortage carried over from the previous period. Consequently, 

the lower variability in the first period is attributed to the absence of the later source. 

Future periods costs, however, are affected by both sources of uncertainty and thus 

have higher overall variability. This variability in the individual period costs can be 

utilized to restructure the risk exposure of the enterprise over the planning horizon. 

For instance, management may decide to reduce the cost uncertainty for a certain 

portion of the planning horizon by enforcing “strict” safety stocks (that can not be 

violated) before this portion of the planning horizon. Placement of such safety stocks 

would, at the expense of increasing inventory-holding cost, eliminate the impact of 

uncertain inventory carryover and result in lower variability.

In terms of customer demand satisfaction, no shortage of product 1 is forecasted 

over the planning horizon. For product 2, however, 100% service level is achieved for
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Table 4.1: Expected single-period costs and the associated standard deviations

Period Expected Cost Std. Dev. Cost

1 681 27

2 632 50

3 558 63

4 564 71

5 526 54

6 409 75
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all periods except for period 6  where the service level is defined as the probability 

with which the entire customer demand is met in a particular period. As shown in 

Figure 4.3, a service level of 76% is predicted for product 2 in period 6 . This is 

consistent with the period 6 -inventory distribution (Figure 4.4) of product 2, which 

indicates that there is a 24% chance that the inventory level will be zero. If this 

service level is not acceptable from a customer relationship perspective, then explicit 

service level constraints can be incorporated (Gupta et al., 2 0 0 0 ) for improving the 

service level as described next.

4.1 Customer Demand Satisfaction

Missed sales in the high demand regime are unacceptable from a customer relation

ship perspective given the constant shifting of customer loyalties in today’s highly 

competitive business environment. Therefore, to safeguard against this scenario in a 

probabilistic framework, the following chance constraint is introduced.

Pr > a  (4.1)

where a  is the target customer demand satisfaction (CDS) level. This constraint 

ensures that the probability of operating the supply chain in the high demand regime 

is less than ( 1  — a). By changing the value of a, optimal trade-off curves can be 

constructed between total cost and frequency of missed customer demand. The de

terministic equivalent form for the chance constraint is obtained as

(4-2)
5

where $ _ 1  is the inverse normal cumulative distribution function. The stochastic 

attributes of the original problem are thus transformed into (exact) equivalent
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deterministic form resulting in a convex nonlinear mixed integer programming prob

lem (Gupta and Maranas, 2000).

4.2 Inventory Control

In addition to lost sales, the high demand regime is also characterized by depletion 

of inventory in the entire supply chain for a particular product. This could pose 

significant operational challenges. Even though the chance constraint introduced to 

limit customer shortage favorably affects the inventory profiles in the supply chain 

by increasing the amount available for supply (>1*4 ), the problem of inventory de

pletion at a production site is not completely resolved. Excessively low inventory 

levels at individual sites might still occur as the chance constraint only relates the 

aggregate amount available in the supply chain to the CDS level. Consequently, a 

more robust operation of the supply chain from an inventory management perspec

tive can be achieved by studying the variation of the probability distribution and 

the corresponding mean and standard deviation of the inventory level with changing 

CDS targets. For this undertaking, analytical expressions relating the expected level 

and standard deviation of the inventory to the amount available for supply at each 

production site are developed. By applying the expectation operator to the inventory 

balance constraint, the average inventory can be related to the expected supply as

Sb, [/i,] =  A* -  e 0l [S*] (4.3)

By conditionally integrating the supply policies presented in the previous chapter and 

substituting in the above equation, the mean inventory is obtained as

£.,[/<,] =  *  [ * u f *

+  ° i  J® ( K i > = r i )  +  /  (* £ = !• ') ]
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where r f  and r[ are the ranks of site s in the low and intermediate demand regimes

respectively. An interesting observation can be made based on the expression for the 

mean inventory. Convexity of the terms implies that the mean inventory is the sum 

of convex (first two) and concave (last two) terms. In the light of this observation, 

oscillations in the expected inventory level due to the change in relative magnitudes 

of these two components, might be expected. This trend is actually observed in the 

supply chain example studied later in the chapter.

In addition to the expected inventory, the standard deviation of the inventory 

distribution can also be calculated within the analytical framework. By squaring 

the inventory balance constraint followed by conditional expectation evaluation, the 

following expression for the inventory standard deviation is obtained.

By studying the variation in the mean and standard deviation of inventory levels at 

the various production sites with changing CDS levels, the choice of the appropriate 

service level can be further refined to account for inventory depletion.

(4.5)

where
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4.3 Example

The proposed methodology is highlighted through a three-site example supply chain 

illustrated in Figure 4.5. A total of 10 products, grouped into 5 product families, 

are manufactured at these facilities, which are characterized by different processing 

and cost attributes. Each site has a single processing equipment dedicated for each 

product family and the products within the family compete for the limited capacity 

of this equipment. Setup charges are incurred for each production campaign and 

product demand exists at a  single customer.

First, the deterministic midterm planning problem is solved. This yields an op

timal solution of 4,165. Subsequently, the deterministic equivalent problem under 

uncertainty is solved without enforcing the chance constraints. Solution of this con

vex MINLP using DICOPT accessed via GAMS, results in an optimal expected cost 

of 4,726 obtained in 43 CPU seconds. The model consists of 301 constraints, 286 

continuous variables and 75 discrete variables and is solved to optimality in 9 iter

ations. The difference between the deterministic and stochastic solutions quantifies 

the impact of uncertainty in the supply chain. The values obtained are verified, at 

considerably higher computational expense, by solving the same problem instance 

with Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. Comparison of computational requirements (2038 

CPU seconds for MC with 500 sampled s cenarios as compared to 43 CPU seconds) 

highlights the efficiency of the proposed methodology.

4.3.1 Customer Demand Satisfaction

Given this “base” production setting for the supply chain, the “base” CDS level is 

calculated for each product (Figure 4.6). This represents the probability that the 

demand realized for a particular product lies either in the low or the intermediate 

demand regime. Equivalently, it is the probability that no customer orders are lost. 

As the figure indicates, CDS levels ranging from 70% to 80% are achieved.
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Next, the chance constraint is introduced into the problem and the problem is solved 

for varying CDS target levels. The optimal total costs thus incurred are shown in 

Figure 4.7. As illustrated in the figure, the total cost increases relatively linearly with 

the CDS level. This initial linear relation, however, changes to an exponential one 

at CDS levels ranging from 90-97%. This implies that at the expense of modest cost 

increase, the customer demand satisfaction can be improved to about 90-97%. Also, 

the continuously increasing slope of the curve implies that the cost incurred per unit 

change in CDS level increases with the CDS level. This is expected in the light of the 

classic law of diminishing returns.

To gain further insight into the operation of the supply chain with respect to 

varying levels of CDS, the total cost incurred is analyzed in terms of its deterministic 

(first stage production costs) and stochastic (second stage supply costs) components. 

The resulting trade-off curve obtained is shown in Figure 4.8. As the CDS target 

level is increased, the expected supply chain costs decrease as the largest component 

of this cost, the lost revenue, is reduced. The production costs, on the other hand, 

increase primarily because of the additional setups required for increasing the amount 

available for supply. For a unit increase in the production costs, the reduction in the 

supply chain costs is approximately 60%. This is in agreement with the observation 

that the total cost increases with increasing CDS level (Figure 4.7). The difference 

between the additional production costs and the resulting supply chain savings can 

be viewed as the cost incurred for making the supply chain more robust and reliable 

from a customer service viewpoint. As shown in Figure 4.8, the expected supply chain 

savings level off in the range of 95-97% CDS level, which is approximately the level 

at which the total cost starts increasing exponentially (Figure 4.7).

4.3.2 Inventory Control

Having addressed customer shortage management through the chance constraint, the 

issue of inventory control in the supply chain is considered. The variations of
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the probability distributions, corresponding expected values and standard deviations 

of the inventory of product 1 , with changing CDS levels are shown in Figures 4.9 

through 4.14. At site 1, the probability of having the inventory at the safety stock 

level of 10 units is relatively high even for low CDS levels (Figure 4.9). This probabil

ity increases with increasing CDS level as more product is made available for supply. 

The expected inventory correspondingly increases with the CDS level while the stan

dard deviation decreases as shown in Figure 4.10. Thus, with respect to inventory 

management considerations at site 1 , a high CDS level would be preferred as this 

would translate into high levels of inventory with lower variability. The inventory 

distribution at site 2 is considerably more depleted than in site 1 (Figure 4.11) as the 

probability of having low inventory is relatively high even at high CDS levels. For 

instance, there is approximately 50% probability of completely depleting inventory at 

a CDS level as high as 99%. However, the expected inventory profile at site 2 in Fig

ure 4.12 indicates average inventory levels in the range of 6-7 units between CDS levels 

of 70-80%. These values are misleading when viewed in light of the actual probability 

distribution of the inventory. They can be attributed to extremely high inventory 

levels (30-40 units) existing at very low probability levels (0.05-0.1) at site 2. This is 

also reflected in the high standard deviation (8-9 units) of the inventory level in this 

CDS level range. Almost complete inventory depletion is predicted at site 2  in CDS 

levels ranging from 80-90%. This trend is followed by significant cyclical variations 

in expected inventory with increasing CDS level coupled with correlated variations 

in the corresponding standard deviation. These oscillations can be attributed to the 

changing relative magnitudes of the convex and concave terms in the expression for 

the expected inventory. At site 3, complete inventory depletion can be predicted with 

100% probability for CDS levels ranging from 70% to 80% as shown in Figure 4.13. 

This observation is also supported by the expected inventory profile in Figure 4.14. 

Average inventory of 8-9 units with a corresponding standard deviation of 8-9 units 

is expected to occur between 80-90% CDS level. The high standard deviation is also
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indicated by the probability distribution in this range of CDS values as most of the 

inventory levels that can occur are approximately equally likely. Cyclical changes 

similar to site 2 are also observed at site 3 at higher CDS levels. Using these in

ventory profiles for the three sites, the choice of the optimal CDS level at which the 

supply chain should operate can be determined. The CDS level range of 90-97% as 

determined by the service level considerations can be further refined to effectively 

account for inventory control issues. Based on the results indicated in Figures 4.9 

through 4.14, an appealing CDS level to operate the supply chain at is 97%. The 

expected inventories at sites 1 , 2 and 3 at this CDS level are approximately 9 units, 6  

units and 13 units respectively. The corresponding supply chain and production costs 

are 2,041 and 3,011 respectively (5,052 total cost). Therefore, an improvement of 17% 

in the CDS level is achieved over the base setting at the expense of 7% additional 

cost.

4.3.3 Hedging Inventory Risk

An interesting observation that can be made by comparing the inventory profiles 

at site 2 (Figure 4.12) and site 3 (Figure 4.14) is that the inventory variations are 

complementary at the two sites. Low expected inventory at one site corresponds to 

high levels at the other. This trend is also incorporated in the cyclical fluctuations in 

the high CDS range where the oscillations at the two sites are “out-of-phase”. Similar 

trends are also seen for the standard deviation of the inventory. This observation can 

be potentially utilized for modifying the risk profile of the inventory in the supply 

chain. By considering the option of integrating the manufacturing capacity of product 

1 at sites 2 and 3, the inventory risk as characterized by the standard deviation can 

be effectively “squeezed” out from the system. The corresponding hedged position 

is shown in Figure 4.15. Smoother inventory profiles in conjunction with relatively 

constant standard deviation can make the operation of the supply chain more robust.
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Chapter 5 

Multiperiod Planning Under 

Uncertainty

Dynamic decision making problems under uncertainty involving a sequence of deci

sions that react to outcomes that evolve over time are typically formulated as mul

tistage stochastic programs. These are basically generalizations of the two-stage ap

proach in which the decision variables and constraints of the model are classified into 

the first stage “here-and-now” and the second stage “wait-and-see” categories. The 

second stage in a two-stage model describes the system after the uncertainty has 

been resolved. In a multistage setting, there are multiple instances of uncertainty 

resolution unlike the two-stage case where there is just one. The system description 

(in terms of the variables and constraints) between two such points of uncertainty 

resolution corresponds to a “stage” . Stages can, but not always, be interpreted as 

“time periods” (Kali and Wallace, 1994). The objective function consists of the first 

stage costs, which are deterministic, and the expected costs incurred in the subse

quent stages, as determined by the embedded recourse problem (Birge and Louveaux, 

1997).

The stochastic programming approach has been applied to a number of multi

period planning problems. Specifically, some of the planning problems that have been
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studied under demand and market uncertainty include long range capacity planning 

in chemical networks (Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1994; Liu and Sahinidis, 1996; 

Clay and Grossmann, 1997), midterm lot-sizing (Escudero et al., 1993; Sox and Muck- 

stadt, 1996; Sox, 1997; Bakir and Byrne, 1998) and design and scheduling of batch 

plants (Subrahmanyam et al., 1994; Petkov and Maranas, 1998). Most of the re

search listed above has, however, modeled the sequential decision-making process in 

a two-stage framework rather than a multistage one. Furthermore, the impact of 

various rolling horizon planning methodologies, which would have to be implemented 

in a real multiperiod planning setting, have not been addressed in great detail in the 

literature.

Addressing this need, the rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next 

section, a multistage nonanticipative formulation for incorporating demand uncer

tainty in midterm planning models is presented. Subsequently, a two-stage approxi

mation for the multistage model is proposed which utilizes the modeling and solution 

framework proposed in the previous two chapters. Next, various rolling horizon plan

ning strategies utilizing different levels of future information are described and their 

quantitative impacts in capturing the uncertainty in the system evaluated through 

two supply chain planning examples.

5.1 Multistage Nonanticipative Model

Classification of the variables and constraints of the midterm planning model into 

production and supply chain type results in a two-stage decision making framework 

which can be utilized to incorporate demand uncertainty for the single period setting 

as described in Chapter 2 (Gupta and Maranas, 2000; Gupta et al., 2000). Exten

sion of the single period framework to the multiperiod case results in the following 

multistage stochastic midterm planning (MSMP) model.
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(MSMP)

min Y  F C f i ( t = \ ) Y f ] s ( t = \ )  +  Y  )̂ *j*(t= i)
/j> »Jr*

+ 5Zp»5(t=i)C,M(t=i) + Y  W(t=i)Wi«'(t=i)
M w /

+  Q((=i)(^u(t=i)>9t((=i))

subject to

Pijs(t=i) = R * js ( t= i ) R L i j S(t=i) Vj,s, i  € I \ I RM (5.1)

Cw(t=0 =  E  Pi’u  E  ^t'ji(t=D 1 €  T \1 FP (5.2)

C««=i) =  £  W W =i) V s ,  i € 1 IP (5.3)

F R L f JS(t= i)  — E  R^ i] s ( t= i )  V j ,  s ,  /  (5.4)

Y , f F R L f js{t=l) <  Hjs(t=i) Vj,s  (5.5)

■̂ •̂ ■̂ ,/js(t=i)^/j5(t=i) $  F R L f j S(t=l ) < Hjs i t=i )Y f j s ( t=i )  V / , j ,  s  (5-6)

-W = o  = /£  + E  fW = »  -  E  w W = d  Vs, i e z \ r RM (5.7)

P i j s ( t = l ) i  R ^ > i j a ( t = l ) i  F R L f j 3(i—\ ) j  C't3(t= i), H'i»i'(t=l), •'4*a(t=l) ^  0, ijfja(t=l) €  {0, 1}

where

Qi^iatj^tt) =
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£eit

E + E h is tlis t + E Q istlist E P*t^it

+  •f,C/5(t+i)V/jJ(f+i) +  E  ^OsO+O^ijsU+l)
/jV* *%M

+  EPm(»+i)Cm(m-i) +  E  ^My(t+i)0 -M*,(t+i)
i j  i , s J

+  Q ( t+ l) ( - ^ M ( t+ l )* ^ i( t+ l ) )

S.t.

E S „ ,< 0 „  v. e I "
J

= -4„, -  s„ , Vs, i € I \ I RM

0„ -  Z S „ , < /J  < «„ V, € I "
5

/£ ,-/«.< /& < IL vs, ■ e r\z*"
Vjf, s, i €  IX L * 04

C w ( t+ 1 )  =  E f e E i ’. W + i )  V s , i € l \ I FP
*' j

Cis(t+1) =  £ W W + n  V s . i e r " 1
s*

F R L f j S(t+l) =  E  RLijs( t+1) ^h s i f
i- r ,f= 1

E  F R L f j s ( t+ i )  ^  Hjs(t+i) Vj i S

M R L f j S(t+\)Y f jS(t+\) <  F R L f j S(t+i) <  H j 3(t+i)Yf}s(t+i) V /,j ,s

•̂ M(t+l) =  ^ u t  +  E  R i j s ( t+ 1) ~  E  W iw s'(t+ 1 ) * €  X\X
i  s '

■Sijt* A s tr  -ftt t -fjjit? R ijs ( t+ l) i  R L i ja ( t+ 1)» R 'R L f j s ( t + 1) ^  0  

. C ia ( t+ 1 ) , W i iM '( t+ l ) » ^ W + l)  >  0 ,  V W h )  €  { 0 ,1 }

The first stage of the multistage model MSMP corresponds to the production 

phase of the first time period where manufacturing decisions such as raw materials 

consumption, capacity utilizations and final product production are made subject to 

the production constraints given by Equations 5.1 through 5.7. The objective func

tion of model MSMP is composed of two terms: (i) the production costs incurred in 

the first stage and (ii) the expected recourse costs incurred in the subsequent stages
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given by Q{t=u(.AM(t=i),0t(<=i))- The recourse costs are determined by the embed

ded recourse problem in the objective function. This nested optimization problem 

captures the uncertainty in future demand in a recursive manner. Note that in the 

current modeling framework, stages and time periods overlap each other as illustrated 

in Figure 5.1. This is due to the basic definition of a stage which is the description of 

the system between two points of uncertainty resolution. For example, this implies 

that the supply chain phase of the first period and the production phase of the second 

period constitute the second stage as shown in Figure 5.1.

The challenge in solving model MSMP arises from the exponential increase of 

the problem size with the number of time periods and the number of uncertain 

parameters. This is attributed to the presence of nested optimization problems, 

one for each period, in the recourse function as illustrated by Figure 5.2 through 

a scenario tree. The scenario tree represents the evolution of the demand process 

over time with each path through the tree identifying a particular sequence of de

mand realizations over time and the nodes where branching occurs corresponding 

to the stages (Wets, 1996). This exponential increase in problem size, as cap

tured by the ucone of uncertainty” (Amram and Kulatilaka, 1998) makes multi

stage stochastic problems computationally intractable. The computational expense 

is further increased in the present setting due the presence of the binary setup vari

ables in the recourse problem. Successful solution of multistage stochastic prob

lems, therefore, depends on the extent to which a relatively simple scenario tree 

can approximate the original scenario tree (Edirisinghe and You, 1996; Wets, 1996; 

Edirisinghe, 1999). This is the basic idea of the proposed methodology as discussed 

in the next section.
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Figure 5.1: Overlap of time periods and stages (PP: Production Phase, SCP: Supply 

Chain Phase)
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Figure 5.2: Scenario tree for the multistage nonanticipative formulation
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5.2 Two-Stage Anticipative Approximation

The central idea of the proposed methodology is to approximate the multistage nonan

ticipative scenario tree (Figure 5.2) by a “trimmer” T more computationally tractable 

one (Wets, 1996). The exponential growth in problem size, as captured by the di

verging structure of the scenario tree, can be essentially traced back to the carryover 

of inventory from one period to the next. The uncertainty in product demands is 

translated into the stochastic nature of the inventory levels in the supply chain as 

discussed in Gupta and Maranas (2000). Specifically, different inventory levels are 

obtained at the various sites based on whether the demand realized lies in the low, 

intermediate or high demand regimes (Gupta and Maranas, 2000). In view of this, the 

basic approach relies on replacing the stochastic inventory variable with its expected 

value inside the recourse problem resulting in an effective scenario tree as shown in 

Figure 5.3 and the corresponding model formulation M S M P TA given below. 

{M S M P TA)

HUH ^  ! F C f s t Y f j s t  +  ^  ' ^ i ja tP i j s t  "b y *  P is tC i s t  y !  t i t s ' t W i s s 't
f j j , t  ij,s ,t i^ ,t x.s.a'.t

+  Z  e>.. [e ,V (**.<w ]
«,t<r

+  y  tistSist +  5Z hist list +  5 1  CiatAtt +  ]C  Mit AT
i,s,t>(r + l) i,a,t>(t*+l) ir»,t>(f + 1) »,j,<>(r + l)

subject to

Pi] st — PijstPPijst Vt (5.8)

^ist =  £  Pi'is £ j  Pi’jst
i’

vt (5.9)

Cist = £  Wisist 
s'

vt (5.10)

FPLfjs t  — £  PLijst irrt/=l
Vt (5.11)

£  PPLfjst  <  Hjst vt (5.12)
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M R L f j s t Y f i s t  <  F R L f j s t  <  H js tY f j s t Vt (5.13)

A is t ~  € $ n t- 1 ) [ A i ( t - l ) ]  +  £  P ijs t ~  £  W istft
j  s'

Vt <t* (5.14)

=  ^ 0 ,(1- 1 ) k i i ( t - l ) ]  +  51 Pi]st ~  51  Wiss>t £  S is tL 1 ] s' *
Vt = (t* +  1 ) (5.15)

l is t  ~  I i s ( t - 1) +  £  P ijs t ~  £  Wiss>t £  S is t
j  s ' S

vt > (t* +  1 ) (5.16)

£  S is t <  &it
s

Vt > ( f  +  1 ) (5.17)

e s - Z S u t H a s ss
vt > (t* +  1 ) (5.18)

l is t  ~  l is t S  l u t  — lis t Vt > (t* +  l) (5.19)

Pijsti R L i j s t , F R L f j s t ,  C ^ t > W issfti ^ist» S is ti l is t ,  I n  , l is t  — £  {0,1}

where

g f i A i s t A t )  =

niin £  fjitSiit "b £  ^istlist'^'
M M
IT Ci*tl(st +  51 H itlit
i,s,t i

S.t.

Vt <i *  (5.20)51 S ist 1  $it
s

Ait = Aist ~ Sist 

Qit -  £  Sist < IH < Bit
s

lis t ~  lis t  ^  l is t  — lis t  

•Silt* lis t, l i t » A lt — ®

The key new parameter introduced in model M S M P TA is t* 6  T  which is used 

to model the use of partial future information. For time periods t < f \  a stochastic 

description of the uncertain demand is incorporated into the model while the demand 

is considered as deterministic for t > (t* + 1 ). The inventory transfer between periods 

for t < t* is given by Equation 5.14 where the expected inventory at the end of period 

t provides the initial inventory for period (t + 1 ). The scenario structure implied 

is shown in Figure 5.3. The expected inventory corresponds to the aggregation all
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possible inventory scenarios into a single expected value scenario as illustrated in 

Figure 5.3. Equation 5.15 models the inventory transfer between period t* and (f* + 1 ) 

where the transition from an uncertain description of demand to a deterministic one 

occurs. Subsequently, Equations 5.16 through 5.19 model the supply chain phase for 

t> ( t*  + 1 ). Note that in these constraints, the expected demand (0#) is used. This 

corresponds to the single branch of scenario nodes extending from period (t* +  1 ) 

to the end of the planning horizon in Figure 5.3. The production phase for all time 

periods is accounted for by Equations 5.8 through 5.13. The objective funtion of model 

M S M P TA is composed of three terms. The first term incorporates the production 

phase costs incurred in all time periods. The second term accounts for the expected 

recourse costs for t < t* as obtained by the solution of the inventory management 

problem given by Equation 5.20. Finally, the third term captures the supply chain 

costs incurred for t > ( t*  + 1 ).

The deterministic equivalent form for model M S M P TA is obtained by utilizing 

the solution methodology proposed in Chapters 3 (Gupta and Maranas, 2000) and 

4 (Gupta et al., 2000). This consists of solving the inventory management recourse 

problem in Equation 5.20 analytically using linear programming duality followed by 

analytical integration over the demand probability space (see Chapter 3 for details). 

The expected inventory is subsequently calculated based on the optimal supply poli

cies uncovered by the methodology in the various demand regimes (see Chapter 4 for 

details).

5.3 Multiperiod Planning Policies

Solution of the deterministic equivalent form of model M SM P ™  results in produc

tion plans for the entire planning horizon as a consequence of the anticipative nature 

of the model. From a practical implementation perspective, however, the production 

setting for only the upcoming period needs to be “frozen” . The production plans
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generated as part of the model solution for the future periods (other than the upcom

ing period) are of no practical significance as they are not implemented immediately. 

At best, these production plans may be viewed as tentative feasible plans that could 

be potentially implemented in the future. The actual plan that would get imple

mented in a future period would depend on the specific demand realizations and the 

implemented production plans in the proceeding periods. Therefore, a simulation 

framework is required for capturing the demand evolution process over time and its 

economic (in terms of cost) and operational impacts (in terms of production policies) 

on the supply chain.

Within the proposed modeling framework and the multiperiod setting, several 

alternative rolling horizon planning strategies can be envisioned, differing from each 

other in terms of (i) the type of demand information utilized (stochastic/deterministic) 

and (ii) the length of future timespan considered for making current decisions. Four 

alternative planning policies are studied in this work. These are termed as (i) Sin

gle Period Determinisitc (SPD) (ii) Single Period Stochastic (SPS) (iii) Multiperiod 

Deterministic (MPD) and (iv) Multiperiod Stochastic (MPS) planning policies. A 

schematic representation of these planning policies is given in Figures 5.4 through 

5.7.

In the SPD planning policy (Figure 5.4) a planner solves single period determin

istic planning problems within a rolling horizon setting. Aside from taking a very 

myopic view of the future by only considering the upcoming period, the planner also 

fails to recognize the uncertainty in the demand as captured by its standard devia

tion. After solving the appropriate model and fixing the resulting optimal production 

plan in the supply chain, random demand realizations are revealed to the planner. 

Based on whether the demands (for each product) lie in the low, intermediate or high 

demand regime, the planner determines the optimal supply policies for the various 

production sites and the resulting total cost incurred. Even though the demand is 

considered to be deterministic by the SPD planner, the two-stage decision making
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Figure 5.4: Single period deterministic (SPD) planning policy
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framework is still recognized within which the supply chain variables can be optimally 

set to optimize in the face of uncertainty. The optimal supply policies translate into 

the post-demand satisfaction inventory levels and provide the planner with the initial 

conditions for the second period. The planner carries out this planning procedure in 

a rolling horizon manner for the entire planning horizon. This sequence of steps is 

then repeated to average over the randomly generated demand realizations.

The SPS policy represented in Figure 5.5 is similar to the SPD policy with respect 

to the restrictive view taken of the future timespan. Unlike the SPD planner, however, 

the SPS planner has information about both the mean and the standard deviation of 

the demand. The SPS planner, thus, solves the single period stochastic formulation for 

determining the production setting for the upcoming period. Subsequently, demand 

realizations (same as those revealed for the SPD planner) are revealed to the SPS 

planner and the optimal supply chain decisions are made. Decisions are then made 

sequentially in a rolling horizon manner in the same spirit as the SPD case.

The third planning protocol considered is the MPD planning policy (see Fig

ure 5.6). In this policy, the view of the future is expanded to include the entire future 

timespan starting with the upcoming period while considering the demand to be de- 

terministically known. The inventory transfer between time periods is described by 

deterministic inventory balance constraints of the form given by Equation 5.16. The 

optimal production plan is implemented in only the upcoming period thus retaining 

the flexibility to alter the production settings in the future in response to unfolding 

events.

Finally, the MPS planner extends the MPD planning framework by characterizing 

the upcoming period demand by both its mean and standard deviation. The demand 

in the future periods, however, is still considered to be deterministic as schematically 

shown in Figure 5.7. Note that since only a single stochastic period is used, this 

corresponds to the special case of t* =  1 in model M S M P TA. The expected inventory 

level is used to link the stochastic period to the future deterministic periods through
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Equation 5.15.

To benchmark the quantitative performance of each of these planning strategies, 

the hypothetical Perfect Future Information (PFI) planning (Figure 5.8) policy is 

used. The PFI planner is assumed to have complete information about the sequence 

of demands realized in the future. The PFI planner, thus, plans for the entire time 

horizon simultaneously by solving the deterministic multiperiod problem based on 

the randomly generated demand scenarios for each of the periods. This planning 

procedure results in minimum total costs in the supply chain as it is equivalent to 

considering all the decisions (both production and supply chain) as second stage, con

trol decisions. Note that this policy, though, does not result in an implementable plan 

as the production decisions cannot be postponed to after demand realization. The op

timal cost obtained, however, can be utilized to assess and compare the effectiveness 

of each of the planning policies.

5.4 Example

The proposed solution methodology is applied to the supply chain planning example 

originally studied in Gupta et al. (2000). The supply chain network consists of three 

production sites manufacturing ten products grouped into five product families as 

shown in Figure 4.5. The demand for the products exists at a single customer over a 

planning horizon of six months corresponding to six planning periods of one month 

duration each. Each product family is manufactured on a single, limited capacity 

processing equipment and fixed setup charges are incurred for each production cam

paign. The product demands are assumed to be normally distributed with specified 

means and standard deviations (for details see Gupta et al. (2000)).

First, the multiperiod deterministic MILP problem is solved assuming mean prod

uct demand using CPLEX accessed via GAMS resulting in an optimal cost of $23,485. 

Next, the PFI policy is implemented within the example setting. The expected cost
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incurred through this policy is $23,599. This provides the lower bound on the costs 

of the other planning policies. Note that the cost incurred by the PFI policy is only 

marginally higher than the deterministic cost. This is a result of the (unattainable) 

assumption of perfect future knowledge which is the basis of the PFI policy. Sub

sequently, the other four planning policies are simulated. The resulting expected 

multiperiod costs obtained are given in Table 5.1.

The results in Table 5.1 indicate a hierarchical relationship between the expected 

costs incurred through the four planning policies. This ranking of policies can be 

directly attributed to the different levels of information incorporated in each of them. 

For instance, the SPS policy outperforms the SPD policy as the former incorporates 

additional information in terms of the demand standard deviation as compared to the 

later while considering the same future timespan. A similar relationship also exists in 

the multiperiod setting between the MPS and the MPD planning policies as indicated 

by the results in Table 1 . Comparison of the the SPS and the MPD policies, however, 

is not as straightforward. Depending on the relative impacts of the two key dimensions 

of time and uncertainty on the system setting, either of the two could result in lower 

costs. The SPS policy may perform better for shorter planning horizons characterized 

by relatively stationary (no temporal variations) highly uncertain demands while the 

MPD policy might potentially be more effective for longer planning horizons having 

significant demand variations over time. In the present setting, the difference between 

the SPS and the MPD policy costs is relatively small («  0.3%) implying almost 

comparable effect of time and uncertainty on the planning costs.

To quantify the performance of the proposed methodology, the uncertainty gap 

reduction (UGR) metric is defined. This is given by

where and z (•) represents the expected cost incurred through a particular planning 

policy (see Figure 5.9). The denominator in Equation 5.21 represents the uncertainty 

gap which arises due to the failure of the MPD planner to account for uncertainty

%UGR (5.21)
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Table 5.1: Expected rolling horizon planning costs

Planning policy Expected multiperiod cost

SPD $26,079

SPS $25,341

MPD $25,269

MPS $24,725

PFI $23,599
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in the planning decisions. Equivalently, it is the amount the MPD planner would be 

willing to pay in return for complete information about the future demand realizations 

for the entire planning horizon. Similarly, the numerator in Equation 5.21 is the value 

allocated to information regarding the standard deviation of the upcoming period by 

the MPD planner. The fractional savings in cost achieved by switching from the 

MPD policy to the MPS policy are hence captured through the UGR metric.

For the current example setting, a UGR of 32.6% is obtained. This implies that the 

uncertainty gap can be reduced by almost a third by just incorporating an uncertain 

description of demand for the upcoming period. To gain further insights into the cost 

savings achieved through the MPS policy, the expected multiperiod costs incurred 

through the MPS and the MPD policies are analyzed in terms of their constitutive 

components. The results of this activity-based cost analysis are shown in Figure 5.10.

As Figure 5.10 indicates, the MPS and the MPD policies result in almost compara

ble setup, transportation and customer shortage charges. Relatively insignificant dif

ference in the fixed production charges implies that no additional setups are enforced 

by the MPS planner. Comparable transportation and customer shortage charges 

translate to comparable customer service levels achieved through the two planning 

policies. The MPS policy, however, outperforms the MPD policy in terms of the 

inventory holding charges while the MPD policy results in lower variable production 

and safety stock violation charges.

These observed cost trends may be intuitively interpreted as follows. Demand in 

the upcoming period can be potentially satisfied either by (i) production campaigns 

in the upcoming period or (ii) inventory carryover from previous periods. The MPS 

planner favors (relatively) the former strategy while the MPD planner relies primarily 

on the later. The production plans generated by the MPS policy can be expected 

to be more cost effective than the corresponding MPD policy plans for meeting the 

demand in the upcoming period. This can be attributed to the explicit incorporation 

of the variability in the upcoming period demand, in terms of its standard deviation,
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into the planning decisions through the augmented two-stage model in the MPS pol

icy. Thus, higher production charges are incurred in return for lower inventory holding 

charges. Due to less reliance on inventory stock to meet demand, which translates into 

lower inventory levels, safety stock violations are frequent leading to high violation 

penalties. The MPD planner, on the other hand, does not incorporate any demand 

variability information while determining the production plan for the upcoming pe

riod. Consequently, use of inventory stock is preferred to meet customer demand 

resulting in lower production and safety stock violation charges with correspondingly 

high inventory holding charges. On the whole, the additional production and safety 

stock violation charges incurred are offset by the savings in inventory charges through 

the MPS policy leading to overall savings in the supply chain.

Next, the MPS and MPD policies are compared in terms of their risk character

istics. Variability in the multiperiod costs as measured by the standard deviation is 

adopted as the risk metric. The Monte Carlo simulation results for the MPD and 

MPS policies are shown in Figure 5.11 for 100 randomly generated demand scenarios. 

Based on these results, the standard deviations for the multiperiod cost are estimated 

to be $537 and $507 for the MPD and the MPS policies respectively. These results 

indicate that the overall risk in the supply chain is also reduced (in addition to the 

overall cost) through the MPS policy.

Finally, the effect of the length of the planning horizon on the performance of the 

MPS policy is evaluated. The uncertainty gap reduction obtained as the planning 

horizon is varied from a single period to 10 periods is shown in Figure 5.12. Con

sistent reduction in the uncertainty gap is achieved for all planning horizon lengths. 

Specifically, uncertainty gap reductions ranging from 5% to 35% are realized through 

the MPS policy.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the multiperiod planning of multisite supply chains was addressed. 

An augmented two-stage model, which utilizes partial information about the future 

uncertain demand, was formulated and subsequently embedded within a rolling hori

zon simulation framework. The fact that significant cost savings could be realized 

with the proposed methodology over deterministic planning policies was highlighted 

by a supply chain planning case study.
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Chapter 6 

Real Options Analysis Under 

Uncertainty

Even though many important contributions have been made in the last few years, 

most of the research in the process systems engineering literature has focused within 

an enterprise’s boundaries without recognizing the existence of financial markets. 

Some of the settings that have been investigated include midterm production plan

ning (Gupta and Maranas, 2000; Gupta et al., 2000; Gupta and Maranas, 2001), 

long-range, capacity expansion planning (Liu and Sahinidis, 1996a; Ierapetritou and 

Pistikopoulos, 1996; Clay and Grossmann, 1997; Liu and Sahinidis, 1998), multi

echelon supply chain design (Tsiakis et al., 2001), batch plant design and operation 

(Johns et al., 1978; Reihhart and Rippin, 1987; Wellons and Reklaitis, 1989; Shah and 

Pantelides, 1992; Subrahmanyam et al., 1994; Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos, 1996; 

Petkov and Maranas, 1997) and flexibility/reliability analysis (Straub and Gross

mann, 1990; Straub and Grossmann, 1993; Georgiadis and Pistikopoulos, 1999). One 

of the key assumptions which is implicitly incorporated in all of the literature cited 

above is an adaptive posture towards combating uncertainty. This corresponds to 

exploiting the flexibility inherent in most planning settings through decision post

ponement in the face of uncertainty as modeled by a two-stage/multistage stochas
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tic programming approach (Dantzig, 1955; Pistikopoulos and Ierapetritou, 1995; 

Clay and Grossmann, 1994; Liu and Sahinidis, 1998; Petkov and Maranas, 1998; 

Gupta and Maranas, 2000). Consequently, within this framework, no attempt is 

made to explicitly influence the underlying sources of uncertainty. Alternatively, a 

company may also adopt a more aggressive shaper position by attempting to restruc

ture the uncertainty levels in order to limit downside risk while maintaining upside 

potential. Operationally this can be achieved through special contracting agreements 

with the customer such as minimum quantity commitments in return for price dis

count (Anupindi and Bassok, 1999; Triantis and Borison, 2001). In addition to such 

privately negotiated contracts, market-traded financial instruments, such as futures 

and options contracts (Hull, 1997), may also be used to manage the risk exposure of 

a company’s assets in accordance with its risk bearing preference/capacity. In light of 

these observations, integration of a shaper attitude towards risk, as captured by the 

use of financial instruments, within an adaptive planning framework is introduced in 

this chapter.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, 

the limitations of the traditional NPV approach to decision making under uncer

tainty are discussed with the aid of a simplified planning example. Subsequently, an 

economically corrected version of the NPV analysis is described in the form of the 

Real Options Valuation (ROV) approach. Multiperiod production planning under de

mand uncertainty is then used as a benchmark setting for quantitatively contrasting 

the NPV and ROV approaches and applications of the approach to pharmaceutical 

pipeline management and emissions trading are highlighted.

6.1 Limitations of NPV Approach Under Uncer

tainty
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Traditionally, most resource allocation decisions have been guided by the discounted- 

cash-flow approach which uses the classic NPV criterion to choose between alternative 

investment decisions (Ritchken and Rabinowitz, 1988; Dixit and Pindyck, 1996). Fur

thermore, the basic deterministic NPV analysis can be extended to account for uncer

tainty and managerial flexibility through the decision tree analysis (DTA) framework 

(Smith and Nau, 1995) which maps out all alternative future actions contingent on 

all possible future states of nature. As a representative illustration of how the NPV 

analysis is typically incorporated within a DTA framework, consider a two-period 

planning horizon in which the production decision has to be made in the current 

period (t =  0) to meet an uncertain demand in the future period (f = 1). The prod

uct demand, which is assumed to follow a binomial process model, is known for the 

current period. In the following period the demand is expected to either increase 

or decrease with given probability values. The uncertainty in demand is translated 

into the uncertainty in the value realized by the company (Figure 6.1) through the 

following simple supply chain model.

Vu =  /zmin (P ,u • 90) (6.1)

Vd =  fi min (P, d • 90) (6.2)

The above expressions determine the future revenue streams contingent on the de

mand realized in the future period (udQ or ddo), the production decision (P) made

in the current period and the unit sales price for the product (p). Subsequently, by

discounting the expected future revenue flows using an expected rate of return, the 

NPV (Vo) is calculated and utilized for establishing the optimal production amount 

through the solution of the following optimization model.

max VQ =  — J—  [ pV u +  (1 -  p ) Vd ] (6.3)
p> o I + r

The primary challenge in using the above described methodology is the estimation 

of the expected rate of return (r) used for translating future cash flows into their 

present value equivalents. Basic finance theory defines r  as the equilibrium expected
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rate of return on securities equivalent in risk to the project being valued (Myers, 

1984). The two most popular means for determining this key parameter have been 

through (i) an ad-hoc classification of risk and (ii) use of the capital asset pricing 

model (CAPM) (Luenberger, 1998).

The former approach relies on defining a risk-spectrum in terms of a qualitative 

description of risk (such as low, medium, high) followed by the allocation of a specified 

rate of return to each of these risk categories. Subsequently, the rate of return is 

determined and used for valuation based on the perceived location of the project 

being valued within this risk-spectrum. As one would expect, this approach exposes 

the valuation procedure to a significant amount of managerial subjectivity and can 

thus be used only to provide a rough, initial estimate of the value of a project.

The CAPM, which is the most widely used approach, resolves the subjectivity that 

arises with the risk classification methodology by utilizing the variance as the appro

priate risk metric (Damodaran, 1997; Luenberger, 1998; Trigeorgis, 1999). Specifi

cally, the rate of return is given by

r  =  7 7  +  0 [£ (rm) -  77] (6.4)

where

_  {6 5)
Var(rm)

In the above relations, 77 is the risk-free rate of return, f  is the return on a financially 

traded twin security which is perfectly correlated with the project being valued, rm is 

the rate of return of the entire market and S (•), Cov (•, •), Var (•) are the expectation, 

covariance and variance operators respectively. The task of obtaining the rate of 

return under the CAPM is thus reduced to identifying the twin security and its 

corresponding beta value (/?) for the calculation of the risk premium (/?[£ (rm) — 7 7 ]).

Even though the CAPM has been widely applied for making capital budgeting de

cisions, several key limitations of this approach can be identified. First, the model is 

based on the assumption that the variance in returns is the appropriate risk metric for
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distinguishing between competing projects. Since variance is a symmetric measure, it 

fails to recognize the basic asymmetric risk preference of most companies/individuals. 

Second, there is an implicit dependency between the task of identifying the twin se

curity and determining the value of the project that is being tracked by that security. 

For instance, consider the simple supply chain model of Equation 6.3. In order to 

identify the perfectly correlated twin security, the future payoffs Vu and V& need to 

be known. However, these values depend on the optimal production level P  through 

Equations 6.1 and 6.2, which, in turn, cannot be determined unless the twin security 

(and subsequently the rate of return) is known. These limitations of the NPV ap

proach motivate the adoption of an alternative valuation framework that makes use 

of real options-based valuation (ROV).

6.2 Real Options Valuation (ROV) Approach

The key idea behind the ROV technique is the extension of the theory developed for 

financial options (Black and Scholes, 1973; Cox et a/., 1979) to real, non-traded assets 

(Mason and Merton, 1985). The basic observations on which this approach is based 

are

1. It is typically easier to track the underlying source of uncertainty rather than 

the effect of uncertainty through market-traded instruments.

2. The value of a project can be tracked more effectively through a portfolio of 

securities rather than a single security can be used to track the value of the 

project.

3. A tracking portfolio can be periodically rebalanced in accordance with the chang

ing risk characteristics of the project.

As an illustrative example of how the ROV methodology incorporates the above 

described features, it is applied to the simplified supply chain planning setting in
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traduced in the previous section. In view of this, suppose that the product being 

manufactured is market-traded, implying that there are efficient and liquid spot and 

futures markets in which this product can be bought and sold. Currently, markets, 

such as the New York Mercantile Exchange (www.nymex.com) and The Chicago 

Board of Trade (www.cbot.com), exist for several products spanning industrial sec

tors ranging from energy (crude oil, heating oil, natural gas) to metals (gold, copper, 

silver) and agriculture (soybean, wheat, corn). Such market settings effectively trans

late the balance between the forces of supply and demand into a clear price signal. For 

example, if the aggregate demand for the product is higher (lower) than the aggregate 

supply, then the price of a futures contract written on that product is expected to 

increase (decrease). Thus, a futures contract can be used as a twin security for track

ing demand uncertainty as shown in Figure 6.2. In addition to these market-traded 

instruments, other financial opportunities, such as borrowing/lending at the risk-free 

rate are of key importance with respect to the ROV approach. Within a securities 

market setting, borrowing (lending) is equivalent to selling (buying) government is

sued Treasury bonds. In the light of the availability of these financial instruments, 

the basic idea of the ROV approach is to setup a replicating portfolio consisting of 

the twin security and the risk-free security that perfectly correlates with the revenue 

uncertainty (Figure 6.3).

Specifically, a portfolio consisting of buying N  shares of the twin security and 

borrowing $B  a t the risk-free rate is constructed in the current period (t = 0). Given 

that the current price of the twin security (So) is known, the total expense incurred 

for setting up this portfolio is N S q — B. The value of this portfolio in the subsequent 

period (t =  1) is uncertain as it depends on whether the price of the twin security 

moves up or down as shown in Figure 6.4. Next, the replicating characteristics of this 

portfolio are enforced by requiring that the future values of this portfolio equal the 

revenue values in the two future states through the following relationships.
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NSu - B { l + r f ) = Vu (6.6)

NSd - B { l  + rf ) = Vd (6.7)

The solution of Equations 6.6 and 6.7 determines the composition of the replicating 

portfolio as given by

N  = Vu ~ Vd =  ~ Vd (6.8)
Su - S d u S o - d S Q y 1

B  =
1 ( Sdvu -  SuVd\  _ 1 _  ( dVu -  uVd\

l + r f \  Su — Sd )  1 + \  u -  d )

Using Equations 6.8 and 6.9, the present value of the replicating portfolio is

NSq - B  =

\nV. + ( ! - « )  V4| (6.10)
1 + Tf

where

1 = 1 + T , d d  (6 1 1 )u — d

At this point, the fundamental arbitrage-free pricing principle is invoked which states 

that if two assets have the same payoff in all future states, then they must be iden

tically priced. If this was not the case, then market participants could potentially

make risk-free profits by simultaneously buying the undervalued asset and selling the 

overvalued one. Basic finance theory suggests that such arbitrage opportunities do 

not exist in efficient, transparent markets (Luenberger, 1998). Consequently, in the 

light of this principle, the present value of the uncertain future revenue streams is, 

thus, the same as the present value of the replicating portfolio implying that

Vo = — [qV. + (1 -  *) Vd\ (6.12)
1 + r f
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Comparison of Equation 6.12 with Equation 6.3 highlights the two basic differences 

between the NPV and the ROV approaches. First, NPV analysis uses the expected 

rate of return (r) while the ROV analysis uses the risk-free rate of return ( t v ) for 

discounting future cash flows. Second, NPV analysis determines the expected value 

of future cash flows using the true probability (p) of demand variability as opposed 

to the risk-neutral probability (q) by the ROV approach.

6.3 Supply Chain Planning

A simplified version of the midterm planning model is first used as a benchmark for 

illustrating the ROV methodology.

Sets:

T  =  {t} =  set of time periods.

Parameters:

c*et =  fixed setup cost
cvar =  variable production cost

Ctran =  transportation cost

h =  inventory holding cost

=  customer shortage penalty

8 t =  demand in period t

P  =  production capacity

7° =  initial inventory

Variables:

1 if product setup made in period t
Yt =  <

0 otherwise
k
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Pt =  production level in period t.

St =  supply to customer in period t.

St =  customer shortage in period t

It =  inventory level at the end of period t

The simplified version of model MSMP (Chapter 5) is formulated as follows.

(MSMP*)

subject to

P{t=o) <  PY(t=o)

S{t=o) < fyt=o)

ht=0) =  f0 + P(t=Q) -  S(t=0) 

S(t=o) =  &(t=o) — S(t=o)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

(6.16)

P{t=o),S{t=o),I(t=o),S(t=Q) > 0, V(j=o) € {0,1}

where

Qt —
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* t+l

min c?*Y{M )+ d " P (t+l)

+ c t r o n 5 ( { + l) +  / iS ( “ + i )  +  / i / ( t + i) 

+ (I+7)2(*+i) (5(7+i)>I(t+ib0(t+2))
subject to

P (t+ 1) <  P Y (t+ 1)

5(t+i) <  0(t+i) +  S t

hi+1) =  It + ^«+i) — *̂ (t+i)

’(«+« =  Sf +  0(t+u -  5|

(6.17)

P{t+i)i S(t+i), /(t+i),5 {t+1) > 0 

V(t+i) € {0,1}

The first stage of model M S M P a corresponds to the planning process for the 

current time period (t = 0) in which the demand is assumed to be known with cer

tainty. The first five terms in the objective function account for the fixed setup, 

variable production, transportation, customer shortage and inventory holding costs 

respectively incurred in the current period. These costs are minimized subject to the 

production capacity (Equation 6.13), customer supply (Equation 6.14), inventory bal

ance (Equation 6.15) and customer shortage (Equation 6.16) constraints. The costs 

incurred in the future time periods (t > 1) are captured in the objective function 

through the recourse function Q t (St- , 7t,0t+1). This function, which consists of a 

number of nested optimization problems as shown in Equation 6.17, accounts for the 

non-anticipative resolution of demand uncertainty over a multiperiod planning hori

zon in a recursive manner. The linking across consecutive time periods arises through 

the transfer of inventory and customer shortage. This results in the propagation of 

uncertainty through the planning horizon.

In the context of model M S M P * ,  the difference in the ROV and the NPV analysis 

arises in the rate of return r  used for discounting and the probability distribution used 

for applying the expectation operator Sgt+l (•)• As described in the previous section, 

NPV uses the risk-free rate of return in conjunction with the risk neutral probabilities
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while ROV uses the objective probabilities and the expected rate of return. The 

demand uncertainty is modeled through a discrete, multiplicative binomial process. 

In such a setting, the expected rate of return is given by

r  _  pSu + (1̂  p) Sd _ 1 _ pu +  (1 _ p) ^ _ 1 (6 lg)

is used in the NPV approach. A representative planning case study is described next 

to illustrate how model M S M P 3 can result in significantly different planning results 

within the ROV and the NPV frameworks.

A manufacturing enterprise that produces a single product is planning its produc

tion activities over a planning horizon of ten time periods. The parameters charac

terizing this operation are listed in Table 6.1. Based on the cost estimates available 

to the company, a profit margin of approximately 25% is forecasted. As indicated 

in Table 6.1. the available production capacity is well in excess of the current prod

uct demand. Future market forecasts for the product are bullish with an expected 

demand growth rate of approximately 19%.

The M S M P S model is solved for the ROV and NPV using the CPLEX 7.0 solver 

accessed via GAMS (Brooke et al., 1988). for the data given in Table 6.1. For the 

ROV approach, the risk-free rate is assumed to be 5% resulting in a risk neutral prob

ability of 0.53. The optimal expected costs obtained for the two alternative valuation 

approaches are listed in Table 6.2 along with their breakdown in terms of the various 

constitutive components. As indicated by these results, expected cost savings of ap

proximately 42% are forecasted by the adoption of a ROV based planning approach 

over the traditional NPV approach. The cost analysis presented in Table 6.2 also 

provides valuable insights into the sources of these observed savings. In particular, 

these savings are primarily attributed to a three-fold reduction in customer shortage 

penalties.
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Table 6.1: Parameter values

Parameter Value
C*et 10

cvar 4
(Jran 2

h 3

25

p 500

00 200

u 1.3

d 0.8

V 0.8
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Table 6.2: Activity-based cost analysis

Cost Component ROV NPV

Fixed Setup Cost 86 51

Variable Production Cost 8,483 7,888

Transportation Cost 4,204 3,655

Customer Shortage Cost 5,364 18,968

Inventory Holding Cost 1,176 2,673

Total Expected Cost 19,313 33,235
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Figure 6.5 shows the temporal variation of cost over the planning horizon indicat

ing that consistent cost savings are realized throughout the planning horizon by the 

ROV approach. The magnitude of these savings, however, varies significantly from 

period to period (Figure 6.6), ranging from a low of 8% to a high of almost 60%. 

In addition to expected cost, the temporal profiles of the expected capacity utiliza

tion (Figure 6.7), inventory level (Figure 6.8) and customer shortage (Figure 6.9) are 

examined. While almost identical utilization profiles are obtained (see Figure 6.7) ca

pacity utilization ranging from 40% to 95% is observed across the planning horizon. 

The increase in capacity utilization over time is attributed to the expected growth 

in future demand. On the logistics side, significant reduction in expected inventory 

is predicted (see Figure 6.8) highlighting the effectiveness of the proposed ROV ap

proach from an inventory management perspective. Figure 6.9 demonstrates that 

the reduction in inventory level does not come at the expense of compromising the 

customer service level. Customer demand satisfaction of 100% is achieved for the first 

half of the planning horizon whereas a significant portion of the demand is lost due 

to capacity limitations in the second half. The fraction of missed sales, however, is 

almost identical for both ROV and NPV approaches.

The seemingly inconsistent result that the ROV approach leads to a three-fold 

reduction in customer shortage penalty (as indicated in Table 6.2) while maintaining 

the same customer service level (as shown in Figure 6.9) can be explained from a 

hedging portfolio viewpoint. The use of the risk neutral probability in conjunction 

with the risk-free rate of return for evaluating the recourse function in model M S M P S 

is equivalent to setting up a portfolio consisting of a financial asset (the twin security) 

and a real asset (the supply chain operation). Consequently, given the perfect corre

lation between the demand realized and the value of the twin security, the decrease 

in value of the real asset in the face of high demand (because of capacity limitations) 

is offset by the increase in value of the financial asset. This also explains why the 

major portion of the savings are concentrated in the later half of the planning
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horizon as seen in Figure 6.5. Thus, a more stable, robust cost profile is obtained in 

the face of demand uncertainty using ROV analysis.

6.4 Pharmaceutical Pipeline Management

The current growth in the pharmaceutical sector has largely been fueled by new prod

uct pipelines and the promise of novel drugs in the future. These product pipelines are 

in a constant state of flux as new drug leads are identified, products reach the market 

or are discontinred during development due to safety /efficacy concerns (Subramanian 

et al., 2001). As a result of this dynamic market state the optimal management of the 

new product pipeline has moved to the forefront of all strategic planning initiatives 

of a pharmaceutical company.

Every drug in the pharmaceutical pipeline undergoes a well-defined development 

process consisting of a number of distinct, sequential stages. Subsequent to the drug 

discovery process in which the drug lead is identified, optimized and tested in animals, 

the drug is taken through three phases of clinical testing. Phase I studies are aimed 

at determining the toxicity level of the drug and are usually carried out in a small 

population of patients. Following the successful completion of Phase I trials. Phase II 

trials are undertaken in which the pharmaco-kinetic and pharmaco-dynamic charac

teristics of the drug are determined. Finally, large-scale Phase III trials are conducted 

in order to establish the effectiveness of the drug. This is achieved by comparing the 

therapeutic potential of the drug with an existing treatment. Once sufficient evidence 

regarding the safety and efficacy of the drug is collected, an investigational new drug 

application (IND) is filed with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Approval 

of the IND culminates in the commercialization and large-scale production of the 

drug.

The entire drug development process is characterized by significant technical as 

well as market uncertainty. Negative test results such as excessive toxicity and/or
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unforeseen side effects for a given drug candidate terminates any further development. 

Even at the IND approval stage, chances of failure are significant in the light of ever 

changing and ever tightening regulatory restrictions. On the market side, incomplete 

information regarding the cost of producing the drug, pricing structure and the market 

share captured translate into significant uncertainty in the drug’s market value. The 

cumulative impact of these uncertain conditions is further amplified by the relatively 

long duration (8-10 years) and the large investment (S500-S800 million) required for 

the development process. Accounting for uncertainty is thus critical for effectively 

managing a company’s drug development activities. In recognition of this, we address 

the pharmaceutical pipeline management problem as a portfolio optimization problem 

within the ROV framework.

Given a set of candidate drugs in various stages of development, estimates of the 

probability of success, duration and investment required for the remaining stages and 

forecasts for the future market values, determine the optimal drug development port

folio that maximizes ROV.

The key idea that distinguishes the proposed ROV approach from the substantial 

contributions on new product development in the process systems engineering com

munity (Schmidt and Grossmann, 1996; Jain and Grossmann, 1999; Subramanian et 

al., 2001) is the explicit tracking of the uncertainty in the market value of the drug 

through market-traded securities. This can be achieved by constructing a portfo

lio of securities whose value is correlated with the market value of the drug under 

development. For instance, suppose that the drug under consideration is a cancer 

drug, then the market value of this drug can be reasonably tracked with a portfolio 

of biotechnology companies specializing in developing cancer treatments. The drug 

development process can then be viewed as a compound real option on the value of 

this portfolio. Detailed model description and results can be found in Rogers et al. 

(2002).

The proposed methodology is highlighted by applying it to a pharmaceutical
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pipeline consisting of five drugs in various stages of development as shown in Fig

ure 6.10. Drugs 1 and 2 have just completed Phase I trials, Drug 3 is awaiting 

application of the IND to the FDA and Drugs 4 and 5 are ready to be taken into 

large-scale Phase III trials. A schematic of the drug development process is shown in 

Figure 6.11. This depicts how the technical and market uncertainties unfold over time 

and the planning decision points throughout the time horizon. Specifically, the key 

decision that is modeled is the abandonment option that is available at the end of ev

ery stage of the development process as indicated in Figure 6.11. This abandonment 

option derives its value from the underlying market uncertainty by limiting the down

side risk under unfavorable market conditions (as captured by low market values). 

The individual valuations for the five drugs are shown in Figure 6.12. The results 

shown in Figure 6.12 demonstrate the value of the abandonment option, especially for 

Drug 1 and 2 where it is worth more than twice the original (no-abandonment option) 

value. In addition to the value of the drug, the optimal abandonment schedule is also 

obtained as shown in Figure 6.13 for drug 2 where Phase II trials for drug 2 are un

dertaken given the current market value estimate MVq. At the end of Phase II, if the 

market value is in excess of 3.2A/Vo, then Phase III trials are conducted otherwise the 

abandonment option is exercised. Subsequently, upon successful completion of Phase 

III trials, market value in excess of MV0 is required for initiating the IND approval 

phase with the FDA. Optimization of the entire pharmaceutical pipeline subject to 

budgetary restrictions yields the optimal product portfolio consisting of drugs 1,2,3 

and 5. The decision to not pursue development of drug 4 is attributed to the lack of 

sufficient budgetary resources at the start of planning horizon. The value of the ROV 

approach lies in providing external market discipline to internal product development 

decisions.
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Figure 6.10: Pharmaceutical pipeline composition for representative case study
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Figure 6.11: Development process for drug 2 (C=Continue, A=Abandon)
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Figure 6.12: Individual drug valuations
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Figure 6.13: Optimal development schedule for drug 2 (C=Continue, A=Abandon)
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6.5 Emissions Trading

In the past decade, market-based environmental policy has emerged as a more cost 

effective alternative to the conventional “command-and-control" standards of envi

ronmental law and regulation (Stavins, 1995; Coggins and Swinton, 1996). Emission 

markets operate by issuing tradeable permits denominated in units of a specific pollu

tant (e.g., pounds or tons of SO2 ) in amounts equivalent to their allowable emissions 

over a given period of time (e.g., a year). All permits are transferable so if a facility 

can generate excess permits by reducing emissions below its allotted amounts, then it 

can sell these extra permits to other facilities. At regular intervals, facilities submit 

emission reports for the compliance period which may range anywhere from 3 months 

to a year. At that time, facilities must own sufficient permits to cover emissions in 

order to avoid a non-compliance penalty charged by the regulatory authority for any 

excess emissions. Having been used to cover emissions, these permits are then retired 

from the regulatory compliance system, preventing subsequent use or transfer.

The cost efficiency achieved in meeting environmental targets through a market- 

based approach, however, comes at the expense of exposing the enterprise to market 

volatility, both in terms of the number of such permits available as well as their price. 

These uncertainties can be traced back to variability in emission levels which occur 

due to uncertainty in the demand for a company’s goods/services, variability in the 

quality of fuel and other raw materials consumed and randomness in weather and 

other environmental factors (Hennessy and Roosen, 1999). Consequently, failure to 

recognize emission uncertainty and the resulting market volatility can pose severe 

financial, operational and political challenges.

In addition to emission permits, market-priced option contracts written on these 

permits can also be used for compliance purposes. Options sure contracts that give 

the holder the right, but not the obligation, to purchase an emission permit at a 

specified price (known as the strike price) and time for a one-time, upfront premium 

payment. The key feature of an option is its asymmetrical payoff. Since the contract
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does not imply any obligation to buy the permit, the holder of the contract profits 

from favorable price changes while being protected from adverse ones. In the spirit of 

the real options approach, a global, compliance portfolio view is adopted for pollution 

abatement planning by formulating the decision problem as follows.

Given a set of candidate technologies characterized by their respective emission levels, 

fixed capital investment and variable production costs, current market price and avail

ability of emission permits and emission options along with future demand and market 

forecasts, determine the optimal technology-permits-options compliance portfolio that 

minimizes total expected cost.

A multistage stochastic programming approach is used to incorporate demand and 

market uncertainties. Representative results for a particular case study are presented 

next while a detailed treatment of the problem can be found in Gupta and Maranas 

(2001). A manufacturing enterprise that is planning its pollution abatement activities 

has six potential technology candidates under consideration. These six technologies 

span the entire spectrum of cost-emission possibilities ranging from the low cost-high 

emission extreme to the high cost-low emission alternative. Emission permits are 

currently available at a 40% discount over the non-compliance penalty and the future 

permit price is expected to lie anywhere between zero and the non-compliance penalty 

with equal probability. In addition to the permits, option contracts are also available. 

The premium payment for an option increases as the strike price decreases reflecting 

the willingness of the company to pay a higher premium initially in exchange for 

obtaining the future right to purchase an emission permit at a  lower cost.

Three alternative settings are investigated based on whether permits and/or op

tions are included in the compliance portfolio. The cost distributions predicted are 

shown in Figure 6.14. Significant cost savings are achieved by including emission 

permits and options in the compliance portfolio. Specifically, the optimal technology 

and permits portfolio (T+P) outperforms the purely technology based portfolio (T) 

by 19% with respect to total cost savings. The flexibility provided by the options
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contracts translates into additional savings of 4% over the (T+P) portfolio. The 

risk profile is also altered favorably through the inclusion of permits and options as 

indicated by the reduction in probability mass of excessively high cost scenarios in 

Figure 6.14 for the (T+P) and (T+P+O) portfolios. The savings forecasted can be 

primarily attributed to the reduction in non-compliance penalties. These expected 

savings in non-compliance charges can be traced back to the reduction of the excess 

emissions. Figure 6.15 indicates that the probability of adequately meeting emission 

requirements is increased from a low of roughly 10% with technology only to around 

95% through the inclusion of permits and options.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, a new real options based approach to valuation under uncertainty 

was proposed. The key managerial insight underlying this methodology was that 

external financial market information can be used for quantifying and evaluating 

internal planning decisions of an enterprise. In particular, this was achieved by taking 

a global, portfolio management perspective to planning initiatives and recognizing 

that both financial as well as real assets can be used to achieve desired objectives. 

This amounted to taking a more aggressive, shaper attitude towards planning under 

uncertainty in contrast to a purely, passive adaptive one.

From a quantitative viewpoint, the ROV analysis was obtained through a natural 

extension of the theory developed for financial options. The fact that it is easier to 

track the underlying source of uncertainty rather than the effect of uncertainty in 

financial markets was exploited through the replication portfolio approach. Subse

quently, in the light of the arbitrage-free pricing principle, the risk-neutral pricing 

approach under uncertainty was uncovered. Multistage stochastic programming was 

identified as the framework within which this could be embedded to address various 

planning settings.
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The benefits of the proposed methodology were highlighted through three seem

ingly unrelated planning examples. The first case study, supply chain planning under 

demand uncertainty, contrasted the ROV approach with the traditional NPV ap

proach both in terms of model formulation and the resulting business implications. 

The second, pharmaceutical pipeline management, case study showcased how market 

discipline could be applied to high-risk internal activities such as new product devel

opment. Finally, the emissions trading setting emphasized the general applicability 

of the portfolio management view that forms the basis of the ROV analysis.

The three case studies presented spanned the entire “distance-from-market” spec

trum. The distance from market of a particular setting refers to the degree to which 

the underlying source of uncertainty of that setting is tracked in financial markets. 

The supply chain planning example was closest to the market since demand un

certainty for a wide range of products can be efficiently tracked in well developed, 

highly liquid, futures markets. Pharmaceutical pipeline management constituted the 

other extreme of this spectrum given the limited number of market-traded securities 

through which the market value of a novel drug can be tracked. Emissions trading is 

intermediate to the other two since emission markets, though reasonably efficient and 

liquid, are still not as well established as commodity markets. We believe that in the 

future, the potential advantages of adopting a ROV methodology will be increased 

as more and more risks are unbundled and securitized in free market settings.
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Chapter 7 

Synopsis

In this Ph.D. thesis, the focus of research was planning under uncertainty. Specifically, 

planning the production-distribution network, or supply chain, of an enterprise under 

conditions of uncertain demand was addressed. The primary goal of the research 

was to quantify and assess the impact of uncertainty on the various business activi

ties undertaken by an enterprise right from raw material purchase, to final product 

production to inventory management and distribution to customers. Development of 

systematic mathematical programming-based models aimed at identifying and recon

ciling the vital tradeoffs that arise both with and without the presence of uncertainty 

was pursued in this work.

In the first part of the thesis, the issues that arise in supply chain management, 

both from a decision-making as well as computational perspective were described. 

The combinatorial explosion that accompanies the need to make discrete decisions 

and the resulting computational challenges were highlighted by adopting midterm 

production planning as the benchmark setting. An efficient solution strategy based on 

Lagrangean relaxation was proposed for bracketing the optimal solution of the original 

problem by decomposing it into smaller, more tractable ones. The lower bound was 

obtained by relaxing key complicating constraints, the removal of which resulted in 

problem decomposition. Subsequently, upper bounds were generated by imparting
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partial information from the solution obtained from the decomposed problem to the 

original problem. These two steps were embedded within an iterative algorithm to 

successively improve the quality of these bounds.

Computational results for medium to large-scale supply chain configurations were 

presented. It was shown that the proposed methodology was highly effective resulting 

in at least an order of magnitude improvement in the computational requirements 

over direct application of commercial solvers. The performance characteristics of 

the solution algorithm were probed by relaxing certain assumptions such as product 

family aggregation and by investigating alternative product structures. Based on the 

computational experiments performed, it was concluded that the relative advantage 

of the proposed technique over direct solution methods using commercially available 

software can be expected to be higher for large-scale, real-life problems involving large 

number of variables and constraints.

After addressing the computational issues posed by deterministic planning mod

els, the focus was shifted to the incorporation of uncertainty in these models. The 

inability to accurately forecast future demand was identified as the primary source of 

uncertainty to which almost every supply chain operation was exposed. It was rec

ognized that neglecting the uncertain nature of market demand could result in both 

financial and operational shortcomings ranging from unsatisfied customer demand 

and loss of market share to excessively high inventory holding charges. To combat 

these undesirable outcomes, a modeling framework capable of explicitly accounting 

for demand uncertainty was proposed. The central observation on which this was 

based was that the flexibility to postpone certain set of decisions to after uncertainty 

has been resolved was key in managing uncertainty. Specifically, partitioning of the 

variables and constraints of the midterm planning model into production and sup

ply chain provided the appropriate structure for incorporating demand uncertainty. 

The production decisions were classified as the “here-and-now” decisions since they 

needed to be made prior to the realization of the uncertain demand. Based on these
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decisions and the subsequent resolution of demand uncertainty, the “wait-and-see” 

supply chain decisions were made to optimize in the face of uncertainty. This resulted 

in a nested problem structure where the second-stage, wait-and-see decisions, which 

were contingent on the first-stage, here-and-now decisions and the uncertain demand 

parameters, were determined by the solution of an inner optimization problem em

bedded in the objective function of an outer problem.

The inclusion of demand uncertainty and the resulting two-stage optimization 

structure was accompanied with additional complexity on the computational front. 

This necessitated the development of a customized solution methodology to solve 

these models. The basic idea on which the proposed methodology was based was the 

substitution of the numerical integration procedure required for averaging the solu

tion of the inner problem over all possible demand realizations with a more tractable 

analytical one. To this end, a closed-form solution of the inner problem was ob

tained using basic linear programming principles followed by analytical integration. 

This resulted in an exact single-stage deterministic equivalent formulation that was 

amenable to efficient solution.

Next, the question of how to manage uncertainty in accordance with an enterprise’s 

risk bearing capacity/preference was raised. To answer this question, it was observed 

that the exposure to demand uncertainty was ultimately translated into variability 

of the internal assets of an enterprise through its supply chain operations. In the 

light of this observation, quantification of how uncertainty propagates through various 

segments of the supply chain was pursued. Two key supply chain performance metrics 

were chosen for analysis. These were the customer demand satisfaction level and 

the inventory level. It was shown that the proposed two-stage modeling framework 

could be augmented with additional constraints for actively managing the exposure of 

these two metrics to demand uncertainty. In addition to improving the supply chain 

operation from a customer relationship and inventory control viewpoint, the ability 

of the proposed analysis to uncover key strategic options such as capacity integration
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was also highlighted.

Subsequently, interplay of the two key dimensions of time and uncertainty was 

investigated. This was motivated by the realization that the primary objective of 

planning models is the allocation of future resources based on currently available in

formation and expectations of how the future will unfold. It was also recognized that 

uncertainty is typically resolved in stages over time and thus it is key to incorporate 

the information arrival process in the decision-making framework. In view of this, 

integration of the stochastic optimization model within a simulation environment was 

proposed to address planning under uncertainty in a multiperiod setting. The simula

tion environment provided the means for artificially stepping ahead in time while the 

optimization model was used as the tool for making the optimal planning decisions 

based on the information made available. Several such rolling horizon planning poli

cies were studied. The results obtained indicated that there were significant tangible 

savings to be made by accounting for uncertainty in a multiperiod setting as opposed 

to a myopic single-period setting.

In the last part of the thesis, the basic paradigm of managing uncertainty was 

extended to account for the existence of external financial markets. This analysis 

stemmed from the realization that even though different sources may come up with 

starkingly different forecasts for the very same future, in the long run, the final objec

tive valuation is provided solely by the financial markets. In view of this observation, 

a modeling framework that was based on a portfolio management viewpoint of plan

ning decisions was proposed. The aim of the proposed real options methodology was 

to align the internal valuations of the planning decisions of a company with exter

nal financial market valuations. The broad scope of the proposed methodology was 

highlighted by describing its application to three diverse planning settings. Specifi

cally, the application areas studied were supply chain planning, pharmaceutical R&D 

pipeline management and pollution abatement planning. Analysis of representative 

results from each of these three settings highlighted the fact that significant value
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could be created by reaching out of the conventional boundaries of an enterprise and 

expanding the scope of the planning decisions under consideration. This work pro

vided the basis for the thesis project of Mike Rogers who is customizing these concepts 

for the pharmaceutical R&D pipeline management problem.

Finally, even though the details of the mathematical analysis developed, observa

tions made and conclusions reached during the course of this research were specific 

to the chosen problem setting and the underlying assumptions made, some broad 

principles were uncovered in the process as listed below.

1. We are optimizing 24/7/365.

2. We are exposed to uncertainty 24/7/365.

3. A systems view is absolutely essential to understand how the sum of parts in 

any physical/social/biological/economic setting is optimized under uncertainty.

4. The scope of systems that can be studied within an optimization framework is 

limited purely by computational constraints.

5. Flexibility creates value especially under uncertainty.
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